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INTRODUCTION

The contemporary all-volunteer Army has a continuing need for
recruits who have the competencies to perform adequately in military
work assignments. All of these work assignments call for some
measure of functional literacy and basic mathematics skills. In
addition, soldiers must have life coping skills to enable them to
adapt to.living and working in a military setting (DoA, the Army
Continuing Education Policy, 1979).

Hdwever, in the population at large from which Army recruits are
drawn, it is estimated that one person in four is functionally
illiterate (Ball, 1975; Berman, Note 1). Studies show, too, that
many high school students lack skills needed for independent living
(Hall, 1979). It is scarcely surprising that among Army recruits
there are a number who lack the basic skills competencies the Army
requires. The lack of basic skills competencies in recruits, if not
remedied, leads to the failure of'some recruits to reach criterion
performance levels required to stay in the Army.

Soldiers not only need to learn the skills required to complete
basic and first-enlistment training, but must also be capable of more
advanced training if modern military equipment is to be usable. The
ever-increasing sophistication of military systems and equipment with
which soldiers must learn compounds the problem of inadequate basic
skills (Monroe, Note 2); and the gap between soldier competencies and
the skills required to operate modern weapons systems has been
widening (Dueitt, 1979). At present a large number of soldiers lack
the basic skills competencies to achieve success in their Army
Military Occupational Specialty (MOS).

Basic skills deficiencies of soldiers are a source of widespread
concern because of their influence on combat readiness (Monroe,
Note 2). It has been attested in the public press that the inability
of recruits to function in their military specialties contributes to
the dissatisfaction and even resignation of senior non-commissioned
officers, has affected unit capabilities and morale, and undermines
military preparedness in general (Reed, 1980; TIME, 1980).

The soldiers' lack of. job-related life-coping skills also affects
job competence, because soldiers are finding it hard to perform on
the job, and to adjust to military job situations. ggravating the
problems of soldiers whose basic skills and life coping skills are
inadequate is the further problem that they lack the learning
strategies (Dansereau, 1978) that facilitate assimilation of the
information essential to their military job success. They have
neither the primary learning strategies for identifying,
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comprehending, and retaining information needed for use on their

jobs, nor the strategies which support learning, such as developing
an appropriate attitude towards the learning task, overcoming
anxieties, controlling their learning environment, and correcting and
monitoring their primary learning strategies.

It is anticipated that the number of young men of military age
will decline 15% from 1978 levels by the mid-1980's (Nunn, 1979).
Therefore, it is essential that the Army make every effort to improve
the skills and effectiveness of its present workforce, since
replacing soldiers who fail to reach criterion performance will be
difficult.

Also, since Army incentives in terms of wages and working
conditions are not competitive with the civilian sector for many
specialties (Seidel, Note 3), it is essential for the Army to offer
other long-term incentives to servicemen to motivate them to succeed
in training programs and to keep them beyond their first tour of
duty. One such incentive is the Army's education and training
program.

The concern of the Army with the education and career

development of its recruits is thus justifiable on the grounds of
its own as well as its recruits' self-interest. The cost of
training to improve basic academic and life coping skills and to
develop career potential represents a substantial burden to the
Army. Nonetheless this responsibility has been undertaken and will
have to be expanded in order to obtain and conserve sufficient
military manpower (Dueitt, 1979).

The problem of illiteracy among Army recruits has been
recognized since the 1940's, when training to improve basic skills
was first given. Most such training up to the present has been
designed to raise literacy levels in terms of primary or secondary
grade level accQmplishments, rather than to improve military job
competency. However, these earlier training programs were designed
when job performance was not an issue, and grew increasingly
ineffective for accomplishing the Army's needs as the target
population changed. These programs, of which high school completion
was most prominent, resulted in varying degrees of success in terms
of raising general literacy levels, but did not significantly
improve the soldier's Job performance (Sticht, 1975a).

In 1978 the Army replaced its on-duty high school completion

* program with the Basic Skills Education Program (BSEP), a
functionally-oriented approach to remediation to provide job-related
basic skills training for all levels of the service, frnm the
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soldier's entrance into the Army through his or her advanced
training (See Army Regulation 621-45, Appendix D ). The new program
was divided into three phases: BSEP I, II, and III, to correspond
to needs in Basic, MOS, and Advanced Career Training.

Since its inception in 1978, the program has been in operation
throughout the Army but with limited success. Since many soldiers
still lack basic skills necessary to perform their MOSs and
continue in Army careers, the Army has begun a reassessment of its
original policies and practices in regard to basic skills
education. Efforts have been undertaken to discover the kind and
extent of basic skills instruction which contributes most to
improved job effectiveness, successful adaptation to military
environments, and long-range commitment to military careers. One
such effort is the present project.

The success of the Army's basic skills program will have
far-reaching implicitions for the'quality and preparedness of our
Armed Forces and for the overall career training of young adults in
the civilian economy. The experience of the Army's programs will be
widely disseminated and provide program data which civilian schools
and social programs can incorporate into future planning (See DoA,
TAGO, memorandum, Appendix E).

The purpose of this report is to provide recommendations for
near-term specifications for a revised, functionally-oriented 3SEP
II. It includes summaries of relevant research theory and
descriptions of existing basic skills traintng programs and relevant
R & D efforts. The report also discusses the implications of these
findings on a revised functionally-oriented BSEP program.

The results of the project are presented in eight chapters.
Chapter I explains the methodology used in conducting the project.
Chapters II - VII present the project findings under six major topic
areas: goals and objectives, target population, curriculum,
delivery systems, personnel, and facilities. Chapter VIII includes
the recommendations for revising the BSEP program to bring it into
alignment with present program goals. Long-term specifications for
a revised BSEP proposed by the Adjutant General are included in the
Appendix in the "Implementation of Army Continuing Education Policy
and Recommendations Plan."

Figure 1 is a summary of the state of the art of BSEP II. For
each of the six topic headings, the figure provides a synopsis of
where the Army is now and where the Army should be in relation to
BSEP programs.
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I. METHODOLOGY

To accomplish the objective of the project, it was necessary to
develop a clear understanding of the history of BSEP, the key issues
involved in providing functionally oriented basic skills training,
and the present state of the art in basic skills education in the
military and civilian sectors. The theoretical-experiential
methodology for developing specifications for a revised BSEP II
therefore, included the following steps:

Review Relevant Literature

Pertinent literature was reviewed to gather background
information on (1) the history, structure, and implementation of
BSEP; and (2) the theoretical/philosophical issues related to BSEP
instruction, which included ongoing experience and research in adult
education, job-related instruction., life coping skills, functional
literacy, learning system design, and learning strategies.
Materials reviewed included books, technical manuals, program
implementation and evaluation reports, and other current related
literature. Military and non-military documents were reviewed.

Develop Criteria for Analyzing Military-Relevant BSEP Programs

Current BSEP programs were analyzed in terms of their
suitability for teaching functionally-oriented basic skills.
Evaluation criteria were based on five "clusters" or topic areas
relevant to the description and evaluation of BSEP programs: (1)
Program Philosophy and Methods; (2) Program Content, Organization,
and Materials; (3) Student Selection and Eligibility; (4) Program
Personnel; and (5) Program Data (Borich, Wagner, & Berkowitz, (Note
4)).

These topic areas were modified into the six key elements
considered essential for a BSEP instructional program: program goals
and objectives; target population characteristics; curriculum (to
include content, instructional strategy, instructional materials,
and performance assessment); delivery systems; personnel (including
qualifications, responsibilities, and assessment); and facilities.

The primary criteria for the basic skills training were selected
according to the goal of the BSEP program--to develop educational
competencies required for a soldier's job performance, skill
qualifications, and career growth (Appendix D; DeWeaver & Prather,
in press). The selection was based on: (1) the target audience of
the program, i.e., soldiers from age 18-21 and (2) the objective of

4 7



K-' the program, i.e., the improvement of job performance. Adult-level
training and military job relevance were, therefore, selected as the
primary criteria.

Adult level materials were defined as those with suitable
graphic design, low readability level/high interest content, and
appropriate illustrations. Job relevant materials were defined as
those that incorporated military vocabulary, job-related examples,
and learning strategies to aid in learning the information and
applying it to job performance.

Secondary criteria developed were essential subcomponents for
the primary structural and content criteria. Structurally, these -

criteria addressed the curriculum design and format. Entry level
placement instruments at the beginning of the instruction should
test the information being taught within the instruction and provide
an accurate, efficient method of placing beginning soldiers in the
BSEP program. Performance objectives should specify the behavior to
be accomplished, the standards of performance, and the conditions
under which the behavior should be performed (Davis, Alexander,&
Yelon, 1974). Program objectives should address appropriate
cognitive, affective, and psychomotor domains.

Due to the time constraints of the BSEP program --a total of 360
hours provided in 2-4 hour intervals--the instructional materials
should be organized into small units or modules so that individual
learners can work only on those skills in which they are deficient.
The instruction should include appropriate readings, examples,
exercises, learning strategies, and/or other instruction necessary
for the soldier to master the stated objectives. Material should be
sequential, progressing from simple to complex, and proceed through

* . each skill from the concrete through the representational and
abstract stages. Material should alsobe non-sexist,
multi-cultural, and multi-ethnic.

The specific needs of the military jobs were the basis for the
. selec.tion of the secondary content criteria. Because of the limited

teaching background of most Army BSEP instructors, teacher training
*materials should be comprehensive. Instructional materials should

focus on the skills necessary to improve military job performance.

Collect and Evaluate Army BSEP Training Materials

Training materials were collected from BSEP II programs
* throughout the Army to provide data on the present state of the art

in BSEP. To insure complete cooperation from all 3SEP sites, a

'.8
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letter was sent from the Adjutant General to the educational officer

at each Army site requesting that they submit a complete set of
their BSEP II materials. A sample copy of that letter is included

as Appendix C. These materials were provided by the Adjutant
General for review and evaluation. A list of sites that submitted
materials is also included in Apoendix A. Materials were
labeled according to the site from which they were submitted and
then grouped according to the key subject areas included in BSEP II
instruction: reading, mathematics, communications, and life coping
skills. A dual analysis process was conducted of all curriculum
materials received.

First, curriculum experts with expertise in reading and

mathematics instruction reviewed and evaluated the curricula in
terms of its job-relatedness, and the soundness of instructional
content and format. They also determined the readability levels of
all materials and evaluated their appropriateness for adult
instruction.

. Independent of that evaluation, an instructional technologist
performed a second analysis in collaboration with an adult education
expert with experience in the Army BSEP program. The adult
education expert reviewed the curriculum analysis criteria developed
and suggested refinements to make the criteria conform more closely
to BSEP constraints (Larson, Note 5 ). The refined criteria were
used to perform a two-stage evaluation of the reading, mathematics,
and communications curricula. Curricula which met the two primary
criteria were then analyzed according to the-revised secondary
criteria. The curricula in each subject area which most closely met
the primary and secondary criteria were tentatively selected as
prototype materials which could be suggested for use in ongoing BSEP
programs.

The independent evaluations and recommendations of the "best"

curricula by the reading and mathematics consultants were then
compared with the results of the second study, and final best
choices were made.

Commission State-Of-The-Art Papers

State-of-the-art issue papers were commissioned from recognized
experts in areas relevant to the successful long-range
implementation of BSEP II. Title and authors are as follows:

1. Improving Reading and Other Learning Skills in the Context
of Army Career Development, by C. V. Bunderson, A. C.
Cranney, and J. B. Olsen.

9
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2. Suggestions for Instructional Materials for the Basic
Skills Education Program II, by Mary J. DeWeaver and
Cynthia J. Prather.

3. State of the Art Assessment of Basic Skills Education--Job
Related Life Coping Skills, by Betty L. Hall.

4. Implementation Issues for a Revised Basic Skills Education
Program, by Gordon Larson.

5. Teacher Training for Revised Basic Skills Education
Programs, by Helen W. Turner.

6.- State of the Art Assessment of Basic Skills Education
Learning Strategies, by Claire E. Weinstein.

Copies of the papers are available through the National Diffusion
Network, and the Army Research Institute.

Convene Panels and Conduct Interviews

Panels were convened as necessary to discuss the evaluation
criteria and the ongoing research. Experts on basic skills
education at the Department of Education, the Department of Labor,
local universities, the American Federation of Teachers, and the
National Urban Coalition contributed information ano materials in
use, as did Army and Navy Personnel contacted.

.4
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II. GOALS AND OBJECTIVES OF 3SEP II

It is apparent from our analysis of curriculum materials, our
discussions with knowledgeable individuals in the field of Army
education, and our study of military directives pertaining to BSEP,
that the program at present is in an evolutionary state.

Historical Background of BSEP

In.March 1977, the General Accounting Office (GAO) issued a

report citing the need to address literacy problems in the military
services, and indicating that soldiers' inability to read was
adversely affecting the Army's mission and soldier welfare. GAO

V. challenged the Army to address its literacy problems, implying that
within selected groups of servicemen the average reading ability was
well below the ninth grade level required for MOS training success
(GAO, 1977).

In 1978, the Army determined that 6 percent (Brown, 1978) were,

in fact, functionally illiterate*and that one in three accessions was
in need of some skills remediation. At this time an on-duty high
school completion program was being offered to deal with literacy
problems. However, this program removed soldiers from training, and
the Fiscal Year 1978 Department of Defense (DoD) budget review stated
that high school completion programs conducted during duty hours had
a potentially adverse impact on readiness and morale. After July
1978, therefore, high school completion programs were offered only
during duty hours, and on-duty remediation was restricted to the
provision of academic training only in basic skills required to meet
military job requirements.

Army Regulation No. 621-45 (Appendix D) responded to this
restriction by requiring the implementation of the BSEP program and
provided that after a 15-month Army-wide evaluation process, this new
basic skills program would be integrated into the Army Continuing
Education System (ACES). This program, BSEP, was to be designed as
"the connander's primary on-duty education pro&.-&m" to upgrade the
soldier's job performance and potential through remedial education
(Appendix D). It was to be divided into three phases:

- 3SEP I, conducted within the training base during initial entry
training to provide the soldier with basic literacy instruction in
reading and arithmetic through a 5.0 grade level as measured by the
Adult Basic Learning Examination (ABLE) (Harcourt, Brace, 1967) and
English-as-a-Second Language (ESL) for soldiers whose primary
language was not English.

* Berman (1980) defines functional literates as those persons

* with visual/aural comprehension of language between 5th and 7th
grade levels, and functional illiterates as those with visual/aural
comprehension between ist and 5th grade levels. For this project,
these are the definitions used to define literacy levels of BSEP
soldiers.

• . 11



. BSEP II, conducted at the first permanent duty station to raise
language and computational skills to 9th grade levels; and

- BSEP. III, conducted at permanent duty stations, to provide career
soldiers functional instruction directly related to MOS or career
management fields.

The BSEP program was designed to be flexible enough to meet the
needs of both the commander and the individual soldiers. It was to
use standardized testing and include participation of high school
graduates as well as non-high school graduates, be offered at no cost
to the soldier, and support unit readiness. A built-in evaluation
was to be provided.

Since an Army job-specific program which met these requirements
was not then in existence, a joint effort to develop such a program
was begun between Headquarters, DoA , and Headquarters, the Army
Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC). Elements from within other
major Army commands, and the American Council on Education were also
to be involved in the design of a functional, Army job-specific
basic skills program.

Or December 7, 1978, a State of the Art Assessment in Basic
Skills Education was approved by the Adjutant General as a joint
venture between the Army Research Institute (ARI) and the Education
Directorate of the Adjutant General Center (TAGCN). ARI and TAGCEN
were to review ongoing military and civilian basic skills programs
and analyze existing BSEP curricula being used at permanent duty
stations. The assessment objectives were to consider soldiers' life
coping literacy needs and learning strategies in relation to
MOS-related reading and mathematics requirements as a first step
toward development of job-related curriculum materials for the first
term soldier; explore alternative instructional *approaches to
improving literacy and their cost-effectiveness; identify technical
strengths and gaps in approaches to basic skills education; and help
chart the future of BSEP within the Army (DoA, BSEP Symposium
1979).. This report discusses the results of that assessment.

The objectives of BSEP II outlined in AR 621-45 (Appendix D)
were stated in terms of improvements in vocabulary, reading,
spelling, and mathematics as measured by the ABLE II. Information
on BSEP programs reviewed indicates that these are, indeed, the
competencies being addressed by existing BSEP II programs, although
Army-sponsored research has indicated that improving general
literacy skills results in less improvement in job-related military
competencles than does training which focuses. directly on the
particular skills needed for specific military jobs (Dueitt, 1979;

.2
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Sticht, 1975a). These findings appear to have. influenced BSEP
program objectives. Some installations were found to be using
curriculum which was developed around competencies needed for
passing the MOS proficiency assessment, the Skills Qualifications
Tests (SQT), rather than those required to improve ABLE scores.

Moreover, the most recent documents relating to BSEP indicate
that the Army has reconsidered the value of the BSEP programs as a
continuum of educational experiences leading the functionally
literate trainee in the direction of greater academic skills, and
is moving towards a program that would giie all Army personnel the
training required to'become competent at their jobs (3underson, et
al.,in press). The development and implementation of such a program
is mandated by the "Implementation of Army Continuing Education
Policy and Recommnendations Plan" (Appendix E). This memorandum
outlines the development by TRADOC of plans, resources, and
milestones which " .... Provide a functional (job-related) approach to
basic skills development instead of the general approach .... " This
memorandum also calls for the development by TRADOC of an
Army-specific, job-related BSEP in four major areas defined in
TRADOC Regulation 621-1 (Appendix F) as:

1. MOS baseline skills.
2. Military life coping skills.
3. Learning strategy skills.
4. English-as-a-second-language skills.

BSEP II will continue to exist as a separate program, distinct
from BSEP I, and TRADOC is to "develop a milestone/status briefing
for implementing BSEP I and II improvements and present to APSC and
during second quarter FY 80" (TRADOC Reg 621-1, p. 285). The goal
for BSEP II stated in AR 621-45 (Appendix D) is to be revised;
however, at present, the specific goals of BSEP II as distinct from
BSEP I have apparently not been fully articulated.

* and At present, therefore, BSEP II is a program without clear goals
and specification of objectives to meet them. However, the January
1980 Implementation Plan (Appendix E) calls for an analysis of the
MOS training most relevant to those soldiers requiring basic skill
remediation. The information this analysis provides should make
possible the specification of realistic program goals, based on
identified MOS baseline training requirements.

The goal of increasing math and reading competencies is not
itself in dispute. Those who favor a traditional approach and those
who champion a more functional curriculum are in agreement that many
soldiers cannot read or compute well enough to complete their MOS

13



training, and that academic deficiencies can lead to 4OS training
failures if they are not remediated. The larger question is: "How
can this remediation best be accomplished?" The goal of BSEP should
be to address the gap between a soldier's required level of
competence and the competence he or she has. The Army needs a valid
instrument to measure this §ap and appropriate instruction to bridge

it.

*14



III. TARGET POPULATION FOR 3SEP II

AR 621-45 describes those eligible for BSEP II as soldiers who
are referred in one of four ways:

1. they have received a GT score of less than 90 during
inprocessing at permanent duty stations,

2. they are recommended based on their unit cormnander's
referral,

. 3. they are self-referred, or

4. they have received less than the minimum required for MOS
verification on their SQT. (Among those in this group,
priority consideration is given to soldiers whose retention
is in the best interests of the Army as determined by the
commander, but who are in jeopardy of being eliminated from
active duty.) (Appendix D)

Course enrollment for BSEP II in the first three quarters of FY 79
was 84,204. Data from Army installations between October 1, 1978,
and July 31, 1979, show that an average of 52.6% non-prior service
enlistees, or 59,578, scored below 9.0 grade level and thus were
potentially eligible for BSEP II (DoA, BSEP Symposium , 1979). The
average age of first-time enlistees is between 18 and 21, and 'hey
are mostly male (TIME, 1980). Many soldiers are married men with
dependent wives and children (Dueitt, 1979).

The number of enlistees who are not performing at the 9th grade
level and are therefore eligible for referral to BSEP II has
increased due to lowered service entrance standards, a higher
percentage of high school graduates with less than 9th grade reading
levels, and a shrinking pool of eligible young adults (Nunn, 1979;
TIME, 1980). The Army has presently reached the point where of all
non-prior service enllstees, 58.6% are eligible for BSEP II
instruction (Executive Summary, Note 6). If the number of enlistees
needing BSEP continues to increase, the Army will be faced with a
mammoth task of providing remedial training to a majority of its
enlistees.

The Army could initiate a number of actions to address this
problem. One alternative would be to provide conventional basic
skills training. However, to provide extensive basic skills
training for so large a number of soldiers would be costly and time
consuming and would not guarantee improved job performance. In the
civilian sector, for example, a North American Rockwell Information
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Systems study (Magnum & Walsh, 1977, p. 105) showed, that it takes

approximately 73 hours of instruction to raise the average enrollee
one grade in reading and, 82 hours of instruction for a one-grade
increase in math, and that basic skills education was relatively
ineffective for those youths testing below sixth grade level.

Another possibility would be to modify the criteria for
eligibility for the program. This is now being done. Since
improved scores on the General Technical. (GT) test, a sub test of
the DoD Armed Services Vocational Aptitude 3attery (ASVAB) (DoD, 1978)
have not been shown to result in an improvement in job performance, the
criterion of less than 9O on the GT test has been eliminated.
Instead, emphasis is being placed on other criteria which better
reflect job performance. This modification may significantly alter
the composition of the target population. Any soldier who is
experiencing a problem on the job will be eligible for BSEP. The

. target population, therefore, will be more diverse as soldiers
master the lills which caused difficulty, and return to MOS duties,
making room for someone else with a difficulty in another skill area
and perhaps in another MOS.

Admittedly, there will be some similarity between this new

target population and the old; many who received low scores on the
GT will also experience problems on the job and be referred to the
program. But the target population for BSEP will be composed only
of those soldiers with a critical job-specific need for skill
remediation. This method of assigning soldiers to BSEP identifies
the program as a source of help which is available to anyone on an

.:- as-needed basis. Offering help to all soldiers, rather than only to
those scoring low on ABLE or GT tests will both enlarge the target
population and make it more heterogeneous in terms of ability. This
is an important consideration, since, McFann's (1971) studies of MOS
soldier trainees showed that MOS. training performance varied across,
as well as within, mental categories. Making the BSEP population
more heterogeneous in terms of ability could have positive effects
on achievement. Rutter's (1979) recent research on factors
inflqencing academic success in high schools showed that
heterogeneity in terms of student ability is correlated positively
with achievement, because more capable students affect performance
and motivation of both teachers and students.

In any event, acceptance into the program on the basis of need
changes the target population and mandates appropriate BSEP
instruction that can meet varied job needs. Programs using high
school equivalency materials will be irrelevant to the job-specific
problems of this population.
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IV. CURRICULUM

The key to a successful, functionally-oriented, military-job
related BSEP II program is a well-organized curriculum which
corresponds specifically with the revised needs and goals of the
program. These needs and goals should be reflected in all
components of the curriculum, including content, instructional
strategy, instructional materials, and performance assessment. The
BSEP II curricula presently in use will have to be revised to meet
the new program modifications.

Although AR 621-45 (Appendix D) established a BSEP program to
provide skill training necessary to meet military job requirements,
the program was still based on the soldiers' grade level advancement
in language and computational skills. The curricula that were
developed reflected that emphasis. However, an evaluation of the
program after it had been in operation for 15 months (Dueitt, 197g)
concluded that BSEP .needed a more .functional (job-related) approach
to basic skills development and the inclusion of cost-effective
methods to teach learning strategies and life-coping skills. An
analysis of the skills needed in particular MOSs and the development
of instruction based specifically on improving those skills were
recommended.

A more recent study highlighted inadequacies and concerns with
the present BSEP II curricula (DeWeaver & Prather, in press). In a
study to identify any existing BSEP II materials that respond to the.
need for a job-related, basic skills program., materials from a
representative group of BSEP programs in the United States, Panama,
Japan, Korea, and Europe were analyzed according to two primary
functionally-oriented criteria: military job relatedness and
suitability for adult learners. The study revealed that, on the
whole, curriculum materials in use in BSEP are suited to a public
junior or senior high school class, with a focus on general
competencies rather than military-related job tasks. Readability
levels are too high while interest levels for the identified adult
target population are low. The study concluded that there is no
single curriculum and no combination of materials presently in use
which would entirely meet the Army's stated BSEP criteria. Some
curriculum materials reviewed could be adapted to meet BSEP
objectives. These materials, with suggested recommendations for
implementation, were identified to the Army for use in BSEP programs
on an interim basis while a revised, Army-wide program is being
developed. The materials recommended addressed to some degree the
requirement for military job relatedness and the characteristics of
the BSEP target population.

A careful review of the curricula supports these studies.
Judging the apparent suitability of the curricula in terms of
vocabulary, examples, concepts, and learning strategies which appear
to relate to military proficiencies, many BSEP materials in use have

S no relevance to this criterion whatever. Other materials have
adapted GED or high school curricula for BSEP by simply substituting
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military vocabulary and terminology wherever possible, while
preserving the instructional objectives of a high school course.
Even where the content of programs contains excellent military-
related concepts and information, the instruction is often written
at too high a level of reading d-ifficulty to be of practical use for
9th grade readers.

Those materials which reflect the heaviest emphasis on
military relatedness do not have the orientation towards high school
course completion that is characteristic of most 3SEP II programs
(DeWeaver & Prather, in press). One approach teaches functional
literacy using Army manuals, and relates classroom teaching to
military job-related tasks. In these programs, though, it is
difficult to distinguish the instruction from that offered in BSEP
I, since the materials seemed to anticipate levels of competence
below 5th grade. In another approach, BSEP training is integrated
completely with military jobs and is indistinguishable from skill
training. For example, Aberdeen Proving Ground's materials seem to
be adapted MOS training materials rewritten at a lower grade level,
with graphics to complement the text. In these programs competence
in using reading and math skills is required to perform the
job-related training tasks. The method used to deliver instruction
for those soldiers lacking math and reading skills is not explained
in the program materials.

In terms of suitability for adult basic literacy training, the
readability of most BSEP curricula in use tends to be between the
9th and 12th grade level, although the materials' intent is to raise.
learner capabilities from 5th to 9th grade. An entry reading level
no higher than grade 5 could be assumed, and no justification for
providing materials written at the course exit level or above is
provided. Math problem narratives, as well as reading instruction,
are written at levels of reading difficulty above 5th grade, and
many materials for independent reading practice are written at the
10th grade level or higher. Although an effort is being made at
some sites to provide reading materials with multi-ethnic content,
these materials are also at a readability level too difficult for
the identified target population.

The interest level of the reading materials and of many math
problems is unsuited to teaching contemporary adults (DeWeaver &
Prather, in press). Unrealistic prose portrayals and text
illustrations of life both in and out of the Army are common, and
some texts appear to have been developed during World War II and
never revised. Old magazine articles dealing with personalities no
longer well known seem to be in common use. Some programs are using
math and reading workbooks of the type common in lower elementary
grades, which are inappropriate for adult learners.

Instructional strategies differed from the more traditional
classroom lecture aporoach to automated instructional approach. The
lecture approach that was in wide use prior to 1965 (3underson, et
al., in press), is much less prominent. Generally speaking the
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present instructional strategy seems to be based on an
individualized approach to instruction (Bunderson, et al., in
press). Most programs are using curricula which are organized into
modules and intended to be learner-centered. Curricula usually
provide feedback to the learner and to the instructor. Many require
one-to-one interaction with the teacher. Independent reading
exercises are included. Some curricula also provide the opportunity
for soldiers to work with media on an individual or whole-group
basis. It was not clear how the independent reading materials
provided are used, whether as part of a class activity or as3take-home or independent in-class assignments.

Most instructional materials can be used in a sequential fashion
and allow a trainee to begin at the most appropriate level. Some
curricula encourage teachers to utilize strategies such as
redundancy and spaced review recommended by Weinstein (1978).
Overall, however, there is insufficient attention paid to such
strategies, given the findings of researchers that low-achieving
students do not use these strategies while more successful students
do (Weinstein, in press). The intended use of the materials by the
teacher is not always apparent; and in some instances, the content
to be taught is not sufficiently explained by the textbooks.
However, whether this failing is overcome by supplementing the
instruction with live teaching, or by the use of other materials is
not evident.

The instructional materials conform rather closely to the
strategy of the curricula. Modules vary in their levels of
individualization. Some require a great deal of teacher assistance
while some are totally self-instructional. The curriculum materials
in use include independent reading materials, media materials,
commercial books and other print materials, and computer-assisted
instruction.

The performance assessment instrument used to assess both entry
and exit competencies is, In most instances the ABLE II (Harcourt,
Brace, 1967), especially the reading and math subscores, which
measure achievement according to grade level equivalencies. The GT
is also used by many BSEP programs to assess student performance.
These tests are norm-referenced tests and are based on general skill
competency, rather than specific military or job-related skill
competence.

However, there are some sites that utilize criterion-referenced,
job-related tests rather than the norm-referenced ABLE to evaluate
performance in BSEP II. The Job Re~ding Task Test (JRTT),. designed
specifically to measure military job reading proficiency, is used
at several sites, including Ft. Dix, Ft. Jackson, Ft. Bliss, and
Aberdeen Proving Ground (DeWeaver & Prather, in press).

A successful functionally oriented BSEP II will have to develop
6effective ways to present appropriate instruction in a manner which

enables soldiers to master job skills quickly and effectively.
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Suggestionson how the curriculum can be revised to accomplisn this: ' are described in the sections below.

Content

The revised BSEP program is intended to provide soldiers
on-duty, job related trainihg needed for a successful service career
(Farr & O'Neil, Note 7), including not only educational skills
but also enabling skills necessary for achieving career
advancement. To accomplish this, the focus of 3SEP has been
expanded to include MOS baseline skills, life coping skills, and
learning strategies (Farr & O'Neil, Note 7). (The expanded
definition also includes English as a second language which is not,
discussed in this report.) The content of the curriculum for a
revised BSEP program should reflect this new emphasis.

MOS Baseline Skills. TRADOC defines MOS baseline skills as

"those prerequisite competencies without which a soldier cannot be

efficiently trained or perform adequately on the job." (Farr &
O'Neil, Note 7,p. 308). This parallels the suggested goals and
objectives for the revised BSEP. If the goals of BSEP II are to aid

* soldiers in successfully performing their jobs, the BSEP MOS
baseline skills curriculum should be designed to enable them to do
this.. This will exclude most grammar and punctuation, phonics
instruction, and secondary school lessons in social studies,

-.. algebra, and math word problems. Most subject matter irrelevant to
military skills required of the soldier should be eliminated from
BSEP II instruction. If BSEP II is to be military-specific,
functional literacy training, wide-ranging content.changes will have'

* to be made to the curricula now in use.

*. To determine what materials are appropriate, the Army should
- conduct an assessment of the skills required for those MOSs in which

BSEP students are being trained and determine what basic skills
competencies are required for adequate job performance. It will
then be necessary to determine which of these competencies should be
included in the BSEP curriculum.

One effort developed around this functionally-oriented approach
I was developed by Sticht (1975a). This program (developed before

BSEP was inaugurated) produced an experimental Army training
sequence designed to provide a level of functional literacy
appropriate to current minimal MOS reading requirements. To aid
soldiers in performing job reading tasks (or tasks in which the
soldier must refer to written material for information about a job
skill), Sticht reviewed materials used by soldiers in six MOSs in
which functional literacy problems were concentrated and identified

* the skills needed by the soldiers to extract informnation from these
materials: using the table of contents, using the index, using

* tables and graphs, extracting information from the body of the
manual, and following procedural directions. The orograrn was

*e developed in two Strands, Functional Literacy (FLIT) Strand I and
II. Strand I is a technique-type course which teaches soldiers how
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to perform the identified job reading tasks. Strand IIteaches
decoding, basic granwar and syntax, and conceptualizing and
structuring, using simplified passages, vocabulary, and job concepts
from the soldier's particular MOS. Using this approach, soldiers
showed significant improvement in performance as measured by the Job
Reading Task Test (JRTT) a job-related performance test for
Strand I. Training effectiveness by component ranged from 33% to
83%, with highest improvements in using the table of contents,

- index, and tables and graphs, (83%, 67%, and 66%), and lower
improvements for using the body of the manual and following
procedural directions (48% and 33%).

Other Army efforts attempting this job-specific aporoach are the
Big Bend and Boston University curricula (Farr & O'Neil, Note 7;
DeWeaver & Prather, in press). Concentrating on the content of the
MOS manuals, rather than on how to locate information in them, these
programs teach prerequisite skills for mastering the information in
regular MOS training. For both programs, the skills to be taught

* were chosen based on an evaluation of the MOS skills. Information
is presented in a military context, and applications of the skill in

MOS manuals are indicated. New military vocabulary is also taught
where appropriate. In the Boston University program, DeWeaver &
Prather (in press) found that many examples are taken from actual
MOS exercises.

BSEP curriculum should avoid, when possible, material with very

high concept content. McFann's (1971) research has shown that Army
enlistees with low aptitude are limited in dealing with such
materials. It may be that among BSEP II students there are some who
can master such learning; however, it would seem appropriate for
these courses to deal with concrete operational learnings (Berman,
Note 1), since all information in the course is directly related to

.functional tasks with immediate job referents. When concepts must
be taught, however, learning can be maximized by controlling the
instructional sequences so that concrete learning precedes any

* necessary abstract learning (Gagne, 1965). The present BSEP
' .curricula often do not do this, and this is also a problem in

similar programs in other contexts.

The Navy Department, for example, in a project funded partly by
the Department of Education, is attempting a program with a similar

functional approach, the Job-Related Basic Skills Program (JOBS).
Navy recruits who do not qualify for "A" school, the Navy training
comparable to Army's MOS training, are rescreened, and ASVAB (DoD,
ASVAB, 1978) subscores are checked to identify occupational

0 aptitudes. Those who seem to have sufficient motivation and
potential are sent to JOBS training which is an A school preparatory

course. If they pass this course they are eligible for A school. A
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* combination approach, JOBS teaches technical skills, such as note
taking and identifying the main idea in a paragraph, as well as
concepts, theories, and essential basic skills needed for technical
jobs.

Skills tested on the ASVAB which were needed for each job
specialty were identifed. All training offered to the individual in
JOBS was then related to remediating the deficiencies in those
skills which the ASVAB score revealed. In the first year of the
program's operation, instructional materials have been developed for
four basic strands--propulsion engineer, administrative, clerical,
and electronics. The curriculum outlines, instructors' manuals, and
the diagnostic evaluation instruments used in the program have also
been developed.1 At the present time, the materials are being
pilot tested, and revisions will be made as needed (Anastasi, Note
8).

Cmdr. George Anastasi, Action Officer for the project, at
Washington, D.C., reports that the number of students completing the
course to date is too small to evaluate its success. However, he
feels the program-holds promise. The attrition rate for the course
is higher than the Navy would like, but considering that all of
these enrolled would formerly have been excluded from A school
programs, the success. rate is encouraging. The Navy will track the
graduates of the program through their A School experience and
through their entire first enlistment. They are interested in such
data as on-the-job performance, promotion, retention, and
reenlistment (Anastasi, Note 8).

Since the JOBS program is very close in its goals and objectives
to BSEP, the Navy's experience with this program could provide
direction for BSEP planners in terms of curriculum content as well
as other essential areas. However, based on a careful scrutiny of
JOBS materials, it seems unlikely' that BSEP could use the JOBS
approach. JOBS instructional materials are not suited to a target
population that is experiencing problems with functional literacy.
Readini levels of the materials are as high as grade 13. Moreover
severa abstract concepts which would be foreign to a person new to
the Navy are sometimes introduced in a single page, and line
drawings of 3-dimensional tools and apparatus introduce the "lexical
loop" problem (Bunderson, in press) in which the concrete is made
abstract. No experiential teaching is included in the curriculum.

1The authors reviewed the JOBS materials in the Department of
*i Education's Basic Skills Office in Washington, D.C. This review

provided a basis for the program description.'
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However, research supports the job-oriented approach to
instruction and generic needs assessment models include the

. principle of ensuring that there is a requirement to train the
student only to the task to be accomplished (Kulhavy, 1977).
Relevance of training is a feature correlated with success,
according to many researchers. For example, Kulhavy (1977) found
that giving practice feedback to students who did not have knowledge
related to the material had little usefulness. Johnson and
Sulzer-Azaraff (1975) also found that instructiun must have
meaningfulness in order for students to recall textual context, and
that even when learners were of high aptitude (pilots) the presence
of unfamiliar and unexplained concepts and terms interfered with
learning. Therefore learning basic skills through a familiar job
context is a policy with strong support.

The job-specific approach to basic skills education is not
without its detractors, however. Huff, et al. (1977, p. 12), for
example, in a report on the Air Force basic skills programs, say
that reading improvement which is limited to specific assignments
and non-verbal training is only useful in the short run. Learners
improve one specific skill, but are not flexible enough to do
another job if reassigned, and they have difficulty in adapting to
any changes in the information. It would appear that a baance
should be struck between presenting material which has no relevance
outside of the specific job setting and presenting job-related basic
skills which can be used by a soldier to perform and improve on the
job. If job-specific content is required to facilitate job mastery,
and learning strategies and on the job supervised practice are
included to ensure a degree of flexibility, the curriculum will not
only help soldiers master the first job but provide them with
additional skills that they can use to master another job task. If
job requirements are greatly modified or a new job is assigned, it
may also be necessary to provide further training. The new training
should be better received if the first training provided a
successful experience (Schneider, 1979).

Learning Strategies. TRADOC defines learning strategies as
strategies that help soldiers acquire, process, retrieve, and apply
information (Farr & O'Neil, Note 7). Stated more simply, they are

*a strategies for learning how to learn. Emphasizing logical thinking
and inormation transfer and application, they permit the individual
to develop into an efficient, independent learner (Farr & O'Neil,
Note 7). If soldiers are having problems grasping the instruction
being taught, the inclusion of instruction on learning strategies
should be helpful.
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Singer (i973) provides support for tne inclusion of learnina
strategies in the BSE? curriculum. In his report on motor skills
and learning strategies, he discusses the comolex process of
receiving, processing, and using new information, especially in the
motor skills. He emphasizes that even the most psychomotoric skills

-- involve a great deal of cognitive skill and learning and that
training programs need to provide learners With coping behaviors and
learning strategies appropriate for on-the-job anticipated or
unanticipated situations and for self learning techniques.

Singer further states that trainees need to learn foundational
and fundamental skills as well as strategies and rules that apply to
a variety of circumstances, to insure that they can not only perf rm
a particular plan of action but can adapt to changing needs and
situations. The actual kind of learning strategies taught will
depend on the nature of the skill to be learned (self-paced or
externally-paced; open-looped or close-looped) and the amount of
cognitive learning involved. However, learners should be taught
stratpgies to become familiar with the material or of the skill
involved, and then ways to practice the skill until the standard of
mastery is attained.

Weinstein's study (in press) also supports the use of learning
strategies. She found that college students differ from comrnunity
college students and high school graduates in their utilization of
learning strategies and the kinds of strategies they use. College
students in her study used a number of learning strategies, while
high schoolers for the most part utilized only rote memorization as
their primary means of learning information. These results imply
that BSEP students should be able to perform at a higher level if
they use learning strategies during instruction.

Like every other curriculum component, the kinds of learning
strategies included should reflect the goals and objectives of the
program: to master those basic skills needed to perform a
particular MOS. To this extent, learning strategies can help a
soldier achieve success ii MOS jobs. To perform the MOS,
a soldier must be able to use the instructional manuals which are
the primary information source. Soldiers can be taUqht to locate

information in training manuals and. identify the needed informa-
tion within a page or paragraph. They can also be taught methods
to facilitate retention or review of the information found in the
manuals through such study strategies as rereading, outlining,
highlighting, and note taking. Weinstein (in press) cites evi-
dence to support that students using these kinds of study skills,
particularly note taking, demonstrate an improvement in per-
formance. Strand I of the FLIT program mentioned earlier,
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with its emphasis on the use of the table of contents, index, tables
and graphs, the body of a manual, and procedure directions
incorporates information retrieval strategies into its content. The
Navy JOBS (NPRDC, 1979a, 1979b) program incorporates similar
retrieval strategies into its curriculum. Because sailors receive
duty training primarily by lecture and written materials, sailors in
JOBS are taught learning strategies for taking notes and determining

* the main and supporting ideas from paragraphs.

The fallacy with this approach overall is that it relies a great
deal on the premise that the learners can read and comprehend well
enough so that these study skills will be of benefit. However,
soldiers who cannot decode and comprehend words cannot identify the
main idea from a printed page or benefit from outlining and

*. note-taking strategies. Ability to use a table of contents to
locate information on a particular topic is of little help if the
soldiers cannot understand the page contents. As has already been
noted, the instructi-onal manuals are written at a much higher
reading level than the levels of most 3SEP II soldiers, and the
results of FLIT showed that soldiers made their lowest gains on
extracting content from the body of the material (Sticht, 1975a).

More beneficial would be an emphasis on those learning
strategies that help a learner to absorb the information being
presented (not necessarily in a written form), internalize and
retain it, and retrieve it at the appropriate time. In a paper on
learning strategies, Weinstein (in press) states that learning is no.
longer viewed as something that will simply Phappen" if the proper
stimuli are presented. Emphasis must also be placed on the degree
to which the incoming information is being processed by the learner
and related to his or her previous knowledge and experiences. The
teacher should therefore not only present information to facilitate
intake but also to relate it to previous learning. Many of the jobs
in which a large number of BSEP II soldiers are concentrated include
a number of psychomotor skills jobs (such as combat, clerk-supply,
medic, communications, mechanic, and cook) (Sticht, 1975a).
Therefore, the learning strategies taught should facilitate
cognitive and psychomotor learning.

Learning the skills for these jobs, could involve what Dansereau
(1978) refers to as primary strategies or direct manipulations of
the material to be learned, as well as supporting strategies, or
strategies that facilitate implementation of the primary
strategies. Primary strategies, include strategies that aid in
identification, comprehension, retention, and retrieval of
information. Secondary strategies are strategies that enable a
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learner to develop a positive attitude toward learning, and cope
with internal and external distractors (such as tension, anxiety,
noise, environment).

For example, primary strategies could include mnemonics, a way
to remember information by associating it with a previously learned
set of "peg words" or images. Examples of mnemonics include Every
Good Boy Does Fine to aid in recalling the lines on the trebl' staff
and "I before E except after C" to aid in spelling. Other related
pairing strategies include relating new information with something
already known and arranging items in a list according to smaller

meaningful groupings.

Other primary strategies could include: visual elaboration such
as drawing sketches of the process (Sticht 1975a); showing pictures
of the new item interacting with or accompanied by a familiar
object, or verbal elaboration such as paraphrasing, analogies, and
the creation of stories or themes to make material more meaningful.
Weinstein (in press), in her paper on learning strategies useful for
BSEP soldiers, suggests the use of several such strategies for using
military materials.

Life Coping Skills. In AR 621-45 and again in a final report a
year later (Dueitt, 1979), the Army committed itself not only to
providing on-duty, job-related basic skills training to improve the
soldier's performance on the job but also to improving the soldier's
life coping skills.

In an effort to identify these skills so that they could be
incorporated into BSEP instruction, a panel convened by TRADOC at
Ft. Monroe, Va., in September 1979, identified a variety of skills
needed to cope with military life successfully (DoA, Note 9). These
included skills related to proper military dress and behavior,
understanding military authority'and the military justice system,
and awareness of military career and reenlistment benefits. They
also included sk'ill in setting personal goals, consumer awareness,
health education, personal and family concerns, leisure time
activities, citizenship responsibilities, and adaptation to life in
overseas posts.

The proposed content will depend on the definition. The Army
seems to be using a broad interpretation of the term "job-related
life coping skills" for its revised BSEP program. The Dueitt Report
commits the Army on-duty education program to "improving soldier
capability of functioning in the community outside the immediate
work setting." Also, TRADOC, (Appendix F) defines military life
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coping skills as those competencies tnat enable the soldier to
adapt, adjust, or otherwise successfully deal with the demands
associated with military life. However, using this general
interpretation, life coping skills can refer to any situation that
might come about by simply having a particular job. This could
include not only non-technical job performance skills, but also
skills related to functioning in a new and often different
environment, such as finding a place to live, reading maps and bus
schedules, getting help for personal problems, and getting absentee
ballots. TRADOC includes seven subareas that range from knowledge
of the military system to coping with family and personal problems
(Farr & O'Neil, Note 7).

Hall, in her paper on job-related life coping skills for 3SEP
(in press), supports the idea that a life coping skills program
should not cover every facet of living independently, but rather
should concentrate on job-reiated life coping skills. Her program
is-based on a broad.definition of.what is job-related. She
proposes a course of study to duplicate as closely as possible the
actual experiences that will be faced by individuals who leave
school and go out on their own. Her recommended course would
include instruction in 24 life coping areas ranging from completing
forms neatly, accurately, and completely, finding and performing on
a job, and finding a place to live, to registering to vote and
planning a realistic financial budget. Her program was designed for
high school graduates, but some of the items can be applied to a
generalized job-related Army life-coping program. Those include:
gauging availability of permanent and temporary livinq
accommodations, finding out about the career opportunities in the
Army, knowing the appropriate Army offices to contact when specific
personal problems arise, applying for an absentee ballot, reading a
road map and bus schedule, and knowing how to use travelers'
checks. Some would be especially useful for soldiers in a new Army
environment. Other topics included on the outline such as how to
compute income tax, write a check, or get a social security card
have minimal relevance to job-related performance for soldiers
already at their permanent duty station.

However, this general interpretation of "job-related" does not
correspond with the military specific emphasis given to the BSEP
content areas. A job-specific life coping skills curriculum should
include only those life coping skills that have a direct influence
on job performance. This would limit the content to those
nontechnical social skills needed to perform on a job, such as
worker attitude and responsibility.
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For example in the civilian sector, the Job Corps' World of
Work (DoL, 19795 course which is designed to provide skills
necessary to find and keep a job, covers topical problems
encountered by employees during the first few weeks on the job, andU is divided into four major topics: "New On the Job," "Dealing with
Supervisors , "The Rules of the Game," and "Moving Up or Out" (DoL,
1979, p. I-4). Corpsmembers begin this program as soon as they
arrive in the Corps and therefore begin applying the skills in the
Job Corps environment, even before they leave and get a job. The
program has sections on consumer education, supplemental skills, and
exit readiness which are taught after trainees have completed their
instruction on job readiness and are ready to face the work world.

The Army addressed the distinction in the definition of job
related life coping skills in September, 1979, when it prioritized
the 16 life-coping skills to be taught in BSEP (DoA Life Coping,
Note 9.) High priority was given to such skills as leadership-role,
accountability on the job, coping/dealing with peer pressure, and
goal setting, while lower priority was given to consumer know-how,

-". local laws and customs, movement, spiritual growth, and leisure time
activities. The Army thereby acknowledged the need for helping
soldiers adjust to the surrounding environment, but are highest
priority to job performance.

However, if the Army is concerned only with military job-related
life coping skills, only those skills necessary for job performance
should be included -in the BSEP II instruction. A broad-based life
coping skills program could include skills in every conceivable area-
from consumer awareness to sex education. More general life-coping
skills including more general reading and math skills, should be
provided in other off-duty educational programs. The on-duty
program should concentrate on the life coping skills to improve job
performance.

To prepare the content for its BSEP II program, the Army could
adapt the four major headings used by the Job Corps in its World of
Work program, in which would be included the Military Life Coping
Skills Panel's higher priority, job-related coping skills (DoA, Note
9). Because of the unique Army situation where many people from
various backgrounds, ethnic groups, races, and sexes must work

T together, often for the first time, the life-coping curriculum
should include training on interpersonal relationships and getting
along with others. Other more general life-coping skills can be
offered in off-duty programs.
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Instructional Strategies

Instructional strategies are those methods used by teachers and
*curriculum designers to insure that the content of the instruction

is assimilated. Instructional strategies used in BSEP must be
suited to the target population for BSEP instruction, the content to
be taught, and the constraints imposed, in terms of staffing and
scheduling, by the military setting. Therefore they must be
strategies appropriate for teaching adult and minority students in a
short-term, military, job-related basic skills remediation program.
Programs with similar goals in the civilian sector described by the
National Association for Public School Adult Education (NAPSAE)
(1979) and the Job Corps (DoL, 1979), focus on individualized entry,

L placement, and progress, modular instruction, teacher-assisted
instruction where feasible, and objective measurements of
achievement. Strategies used in BSEP should allow the program to
take the soldier at the level of achievement .where she or he is and
provide him or her with the skills- required to perform adequately in
a military job. Since most adults in basic education programs have
a history of failure in conventional school settings, such programs
require instructional strategies which do not closely duplicate
those with which students have experienced failure, such as
lock-step, lecture methods. That those methods are unsuitable is
supported by the extensive experience in adult basic education of
the programs sponsored by the Department of Labor and the NAPSAE
cited above. BSEP programs should therefore be modular and
individualized.

The review of research related to the Youth Employment and
Demonstration Project (YEDPA) of 1977 (Hoyt, 1978) showed that
successful programs for young adults used strategies which improved
such skills as developing and executing plans, working with others,
controlling impulses, communicating, problem solving, working within
an authority structure, and experiencing rewards for
accomplishments. Rutter (1979) also found student responsibility
for learning and participation in decision making correlated with
academic success. These are skills which can be developed through
encouraging students to take responsibility for their own progress,
interact with their peers in a learning situation, and receive
feedback and reinforcement for their accomplishments.

One strategy which encourages students to plan and work with
* others is peer mediated instruction, which is used by Job Corps

programs (DoL, 1979). This technique, developed by Rosenbaum
(1973), establishes procedures and provides materials for students

:' to work in pairs, each one alternating as student and teacher. The
underlying theory is that when students must explain material to
each other they are both motivated to master it. The peer-mediated

i- model includes all class members, and thus it can provide more
interpersonal feedback and reinforcement than can programs which

* depend on. a teacher, tutors, or aides. It would be particularly
useful in isolated settings where teachers were not always
available. Peer-mediated instruction not only offers an opportunity

k.T
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•-for interpersonal interaction, but it can also embed several of the
learning strategies which Weinstein (in press) has shown to be
identified with improved study skills, for example, using rote
strategies which emphasize repetition of the material learned; using
physical strategies which involve the physical properties of the
material, such as spelling;.and using verbal elaboration which
involves actively working with the material-by asking and answering

K questions about it.

Weinstein (in press) found that learners, if they are to be
successful, must enter the learning situation purposefully and with
the motivation to be responsible themselves for actively engaging
the material. It is the responsibility of the instructional
developer to include prompts or activities that will assist students
to engage the material effectively. Developing instruction
appropriate for peer-pairing can accomplish this result.

The Personalized System of Instruction (PSI) approach of Keller
(1968) is also a strategy which encourages the development of coping
skills, placing responsibility upon the soldier to complete modules
of instruction, ask for help when necessary, and request assessment
and feedback on performance when appropriate. It is a
well-organized and widely used plan for providing individualized,
modular learning. Keller, an early promoter of individualized
instruction, said that his experience with students had taught him
that they were not unmotivated, and that they could learn a great
deal when the right, contingencies of reinforcement were provided.
PSI students move through modular course materials at their own
pace, taking tests from student proctors when they.(the students)
are ready, receiving feedback as to whether mastery level was
reached, and being tutored in any information not mastered.
Students who master the information can become proctors, who provide
feedback, tutoring, and social interaction, and become more
effective as they gain experience (Johnson & Sulzer-Azaraff,
1975). PSI focuses on student, not teacher, activity. Since the
use of student proctors in college courses increased the likelihood
of the proctors' having career-oriented goals in the discipline,
soldier proctors might also be expected to become more competent and
valuable in their own MOS, and this instructional strategy
could help students enlarge their areas of responsibility and
develop leadership potential.

Instructional strategies used in BSEP should deemphasize
dependence on reading and writing. Bunderson, et al., (in press)
points out that orienting military job-related skills training too
heavily towards print and reading distorts the learning process by
mediating psychomotor job skills through print. This results in
"the lexical loop" in which presentations that should be visual,
auditory, and tactual are translated into words. This translation
requires the soldier to then translate verbal abstractions back into
job skills that are rapid, spontaneous, and thoroughly ingrained
(3underson, et al., in press). BSEP instructional strategies should
minimize this. Where appropriate, hands-on or other realistic
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* experience such as simulations should 5e provided. Such strategies
as using interviewing techniques, where verbal discussion by the
student with an instructor can replace written assignments, should
be employed wherever feasible, as is also suggested by Soldman and
Burnett (1971) in their discussion of this problem in a public
school context. These authors concluded in their book on visial
education that many students have been estranged from the joy of
learning and have dropped out of conventional education because of
their verbal-language limitations. They contend that visual
language is the most pervasive and influential educational
experience of American children and should be given a prominent
place in instruction..

Many soldiers, according to McFann (1971), require more time to
accomplish MOS training tasks than is allotted. Since time on task
has been found to be a very important variable in learning success
(Rutter, 1979), BSEP materials could provide.opportunities to repeat

- the tasks which require basic skil.ls and to comprehend those which
are task related.

Another important variable in learning described by Rutter
(1979) and the NAPSAE (1969) is the experience of success by the
student. To maximize early success, BSEP modules should be arranged
in small steps in a sequence from least to most difficult and from
least to most abstract and presented in appropriate formats. It is
especially important that instructional materials first presented
contain lessons which the soldier can master, to build the soldier's
confidence that the MOS tasks can also be maistered. The BSEP
student has probably failed frequently in school settings, and now
he or she is also failing in some aspect of MOS task training. It
is also important that BSEP instructional materials be designed in
small steps and provide feedback and reinforcement so that the
soldier can assess his or her progress.

For example, recognition and use of MOS-specific vocabulary
words may be essential to MOS success. These words should be taught
by the most concrete method possible. BSEP instructional materials
must include realia. For example, if cooking terms are to be
learned, the BSEP learning modules can include samples of each kind

0of food, utensil, etc., which typifies the vocabulary words to be
learned. These materials'will permit the soldier to role play
activities he or she is expected to relate to the words in the
lesson. When role playing is not feasible, then these foods,
utensils, and the training activities associated with them should be
modeled by means of B mm filmloops, or videotapes. The soldiers
should have an opportunity to use the vocabulary words being learned
and to discuss the MOS-related activity with the teacher or another
student. Lists of words in print, with pictures and an accompanying.
audiotape which pronounces, spells, and uses the words can also be
included in the traini'ng -odule.

Sticht (1975a) and others have pointed out that in all the
military services technical manuals are the primary source of
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on-the-job training information. Therefore, strategies for using
these manuals are needed. Sticht suggests the use of such helpful
strategies as working as closely as possible with the materials to
be used by providing simply-written indexes to manuals, paraphrasing
the most-used parts of manuals in soldier "jargon," and planning
instruction in the use of m~nuals so that BSEP training sessions
correlate with MOS training activities.

A hands-on approach for teaching soldiers to cope with military
manuals has also been suggested by Weinstein (in press) in her
analysis of the Soldiers Manual of Common Tasks (DoA, Soldier's
Manual, 1977) and BSEP instructors should describe these suqqestions to
the soldier and give instruction and practice in using them. She
recommends, for example, that in dealing with new materials (i.e.,
the manual), the soldier be instructed to (1) attempt to create an
overview or advance organizer, (2) skim through the materials
looking at topic sentences, key phrases, aid descriptive diagrams,

, (3) carefully and actively read the material while using mental
imagery and verbal elaboration to add meaning to the material and to
group the material into subsets to facilitate organization for
recall; (4) use a.self-test, such as oral reciting, writing an
outline of steps to follow, or using key words or images to cue
recall of the information, (5) identify which parts of the material
should be reread by using a self-test, (6) immediately practice any
physical task, performing under supervision to get feedback on the
adequacy of the performance.

Hall (in press), in her paper on Job-Related Life Coping Skills,.
recommends instructional strategies that stress a relevant,
functional approach. For example, she suggests developing
instructional strategies which use realistic items such as forms in
current use, and inviting appropriate speakers to discuss relevant
issues. She also suggests that BSEP instruction, focus on
comprehension of vital facts, not on rote repetition, so that the
soldier will be able to transfer the learning from the instructional
setting to life experiences. She also cautions that copies of all

- forms, directions, and other materials taught should be provided for
future reference, rather than that the soldier attempt to commit to
memory important but seldom-used information.

Another strategy suggested by Hall which could be adapted for
use in BSEP is using a learning contracts for soldiers who cannot
attend formal sessions. In this instructional method, the soldier
is given a workbook/textbook, the contract is explained, and the
instructor and soldier sign the contract which states that the

4 . instruction covered by the contract will be completed at certain
intervals. This involves the soldier in a formal written contract
agreement, encourages him or her to budget time, and assume
responsibility. All of these features are in themselves desirable

outcomes for a life-coping program.

* As we have mentioned previously, however, we have serious
reservations about including a broad-based life-coping curriculum in
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BSEP. We feel that interpersonal skills in relating to-fellow
workers and supervisors of different backgrounds are essential andcan be fostered during task-related instruction throughpeer-pairing. A knowledge of Army time, metrics, foreign signs, andtables which are job-related should be integrated into the MOS worksite and into the job-related BSEP instruction, not presented as"coping" skills. If they have a bearing on job perforaiance they arepart of the job information and their significance to jobperformance should be apparent to the soldier.

It should be stressed that coping skills of the BSEP soldiermust be reinforced at the MOS training site if such training is tobe useful. Racial and sexual attitudes at the job site, forexample, must give credibility to such training in BSEP to the same
extent that BSEP basic skills training has reference to MOStraining. Negative attitudes of on-the-job personnel towardstrainees who cannot read have been reported in the press (Reed,1980), and Dueitt (1979) has condemned such attitudes as unworthyand unhelpful. Racial antagonisms have also been reported to bewidespread, hindering discipline which is essential to combatreadiness (Reed, 1980).
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K' Instructional Materials

Instructional materials used in BSEP II curriculum should be
print and non-print individualized modular materials through which
necessary job information can be communicated to the BSEP soldier in
formal instruction outside of the MOS job-site. Instructional
materials for BSEP should include realia, military forms and
manuals, modified military materials designed to make the manuals
themselves accessible or to bypass the manual in teaching the job
task information, and realistic simulations, including computer
simulations and audiovisual materials which can provide job
information or simulate job situations. -

As MOS task analyses are projected in the report of the Army's
BSEP Symposium, (Note 10), to identify task elements for each MOS
and determine which elements are related to basic skills
proficiency, these elements should be carefully reviewed to
determine whether basic skills competency is critical to
performance, or whether a different approach to training or job
design will enable MOS personnel to teach the job task elements
without relying on reading or math. Bunderson, et al. (in press),
have challenged the primacy of print literacy as an educative norm
for military training which often requires psychomotor skills. Most
MOS jobs now require soldiers to read their MOS manuals; but it is
patently unrealistic to expect that soldiers who have little
competence in reading will be able to master these print materials
many of which are written in a tightly packed format, with difficult-
and technical vocabulary suitable for college levei readers.

MOS materials should be presented in a more accessible form than
is presently being used. A 6th grade readability level for military
manuals is, in fact, required by MIL-M-38784A; and most manuals in

use are well above this level (Khiffin, 1979). Some basic skills
training might be eliminated by providing less difficult MOS manuals.

Some basic math skills should probably not be taught either.
Wherew simple hand calculators can be used, it might be cheaper to
provide them or require the soldiers to buy them than to send
soldiers toBSEP to learn to do the computations required for their
work. Gilbert (1979) has pointed out that training is costly and
that most of the costs of training result from time employees spend
away from their work in a training situation. MOS task analyses
which eliminate or clearly identify needed basic skills training
will be reflected in the development of more efficient performance
and lower training costs. Time in the BSEP program could be
shortened and instructional effectiveness improved by applying the
findings of MOS task analyses to reassess basic skills training
needs.
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Job Aids. It is often possible to use job aids to guide
performance so as to preclude the need for reading training
materials or doing computations (Horabin, 1971). Examples of such
job aids would be arrows, color codes and directional signs, or
photographs and charts. For example, a job aid could be a sign
showing different types of fire extinguishers with pictures of the
kinds of burning materials for which each kind is used. An example
of an aid which night eliminate the need for computation would be
Gilbert's (1979) system for the conversion of Farenheit temperature

* to Celsius by the intuitive device of using simple rhymes, such as
"20 is plenty." This quickly teaches the concept that 200 Celsius
is a comfortable temperature, without involving complicated
conversion formulas. MOS training should develop and use similar
job or performance aids which minimize formal literacy training
requirements.

Efficient job aids used in training can reduce the time for

training, and provide high-quality, low-cost instructional tools.
The hand-held calculator is itself a kind of job aid, as is the
commonly-used "go-no go" gauge which allows an inspector to judge
whether a part is within tolerance by using the discrimination built
into the tool. The engineering calculations which made this
decision are embedded into the gauge design.

Training Modules. As tasks are analyzed and basic skill requirements
become known, modular BSEP instructional materials can be deveioped
which will assist soldiers to meet essential basic skills
requirements, either by teaching the interpretation of the job aids
used, by teaching the essential reading and math required, by
teaching the MOS task information, or by providing the soldier with
strategies for assimilating that information.

Soldiers should be required to take only those BSEP modules
which they need and the BSEP program should be competency-based. It
should identify for the soldier the basic skills proficiency needed
and return the soldier to the MOS site as soon as the skills have
been mastered. MOS trainers will need to be entirely familiar with
the BSEP training modules which complement their teaching and
capable of evaluating the BSEP instruction in terms of job
performance change. This will require a joint MOS-BSEP effort in
which instructors from both programs will be involved.

Materials used in BSEP learning modules should be either exactly
those used in the job task, or they should be materials which will

" present the same job information, but in a format more accessible to
the functionally literate soldier. Commercial materials for use in
individualized civilian basic skills reading programs have been
compiled (Giuliano, Kacandes, Lethbridge, & Serrao, 1972), and
individually prescribed instruction in Job Corps programs are
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described in Job Corps literature (DoL, 1972a, 1972b). However,
none of these materials will be MOS job-specific and the
relationship of the 3SEP curriculum materials to MOS job criteria
should be obvious to the soldier. General educational materials
presently used in BSEP prog.rams should be replaced with content
which contains accurate, work-related vocabulary, problems, and
examples related to MOS task requirements. There is no evidence
that an information gap which reflects a lack of military-specific
information will be bridged by BSEP materials which teach general
competencies such as spelling, grammatical usage, etc., in a short
training course (Sticht, 1975; Bunderson, et al., in press). This
is not to deny the usefulness of these subjects, but merely their.
ability to improve competence immediately on specific, job-related
tasks which do not require such information.

The Army is not alone in facing the need to reevaluate GED and
high-school equivalency materials as a means to improve work
skills. Civilian educators also face the problem of the irrelevance
to career competency of traditional teaching and assessment tools,

*" and have, in large measure, had to reevaluate the objectives of
elementary and secondary education. A large Federal and ,state
effort has been implemented to identify the skills which are
necessary for students to succeed in the job market and include them
in public school curricula (Marland, 1973). Competency test
requirements have been instituted in many states, because high
school completion can no longer be correlated with the competency in
basic skills required for work (Hall, in press). However, a serious.
problem in selecting work-specific instructional materials for
civilian career education programs arises from the inability to
predict with certainty which jobs students can expect to find and
arrange to teach the competencies these jobs require.

The Army on the other hand, *has the capability to determine
needed job competencies and to provide ongoing feedback to training
programs as to their effectiveness in enabling soldiers to master
these competencies. Therefore, the Army should be capable of
developing BSEP materials which teach to its own M1OS requirements
and of providing feedback on their effectiveness. BSEP materials
can be developed whica take advantage of the Army's unique position
as both provider and consumer of its own career education. Those
within the Army education community who prefer materials related to
high school completion for the functionally literate soldier should
consider the findings of Sticht (1975a) and Farr (1973) that such
materials do not correlate with improved military job competence or
help the soldier to succeed in the Army. Berg (1971) and Harrison
(1972) also found that in the civilian economy, factors other than
years of formal schooling often have a significant impact on job
performance, and Magnum's investigations on the effectiveness of
training in basic skills on youth employability point tothe greater
usefulness of job-related curricula (1973). He found that yoith
employment programs which taught basic literacy skills in the
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civilian sector had their greatest success with job-related
curricula. Of all the Job Corps programs, for example, those which
were closely correlated with employer and union training have had
the most success.

The insistence of the Army training personnel that 3SEP provide
-  only basic skills training that soldiers need to perform MOS tasks

has strong support from the Army's own research, which concluded
that it was ineffective to teach what the learner could not use
(Kulhavy, 1977). Furthermore, limiting BSEP programs to goals

*n related to specific, well defined objectives makes use of the
behaviorist model of. teaching which has been shown to be best suited
to low-ability students with grade-level competencies between 6 and
9 (Berman, Note 1), a population very similar to BSEP trainees.

NAPSAE (1969, 11-20, 21) recommends that adult basic education
. use methods and materials which draw upon the following principles

(1) the law of effect: provide success experiences

(2) the law of rimacy: create immediately a sense of
need for the information to be taught

(3) the law of exercise: teach what can be immediately
practiced

(4) the law of disuse: do not let the skill go unused

(5) the law of intensity: relate the instruction to
realistic applications.

In the past, there has been little involvement by military
training personnel in the development of MOS-related BSEP training
materials and this is reflected in curriculum materials in use which
attempt to develop general reading and math skills to improve the
soldier's ability on standardized tests. When such military
involvement has been available it has had a marked effect on the
efricacy of BSEP in improving MOS competence. Larson (Note 5)
reports that in 1978 after Ft. Dix designed literacy training
specifically related to MOS requirements, and MOS trainers checked
the course materials for usefulness and accuracy, MOS training

i7j achievement of trainees in this curriculum showed improvement. Farr
(1978) also reports that when military personnel were involved in
BSEP classes, they contributed to the accuracy and credibility of
the BSEP training.

Military Manuals. The primary reading materials to be mastered
by the trainee appear to be the military manuals, and mastery of

* this reading is a different instructional objective than that of
improving general read'ing. The vocabulary in these manuals is specialized
and the concepts presented do not relate very closely to any civilian
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* rreferent. The readability of most of these manuals is higher tnan
the 9th grade. Therefore, general reading training will not, in a
brief period of time, improve skills sufficiently so that
functionally literate soldiers can read these materials.

Several types of efforts have been made to teach soldiers to use
military manuals through BS'EP training. For example, Sticht (1975a)
developed Job Reading Tasks, which consisted of instructions in

* finding information in the manuals themselves. These lessons
represent good learning strategies, but .in themselves they have not
been particularly useful in terms of job task improvement. Although
soldiers improved in the ability to locate material, they still

* "could not comprehend the content.

-* A more practical effort is the use of -revised manuals which have
the same content but also contain illustrations and pictures which
would make suitable job aids for the MOS training site. For
example, an Aberdeen Proving Ground BSEP II manual (Farr & O'Neil,
Note 7) on shop safety sketches the types of fire extinguishers in
use and groups them on separate pages with sketches of the kinds of
burning materials, i.e., wood, cloth, etc., which they can be used
on. Each page of sketches is also accompanied by the Army
descriptor for the kind of fire it shows. Such a revised manual
gives-an opportunity for even the non-reader to grasp the essential
information through the illustration, while allowing the poor reader
to read more information written at a simple reading level. Peer
pairing would easily allow all BSEP soldiers either to read the
written information or to have assistance with reading it. A job.
aid in the shop area with the same information woujd make it very
likely that this information would be learned. Collaboration

* between MOS and BSEP trainers could make it possible to develop such
materials for use at both MOS and BSEP training sites.

Sticht (1975b) also suggests that military manuals be rewritten
in soldier "Jargon," and that guides to manuals be provided for
soldiers who must use these manuals in their MOS . Instructional
materials such as these should be developed for use in BSEP training
for each MOS in which literacy problems are identified. Since the
number of manuals might be very great, and besides, manuals are
subject to revision, these instructional materials could be tailored
for individual students by microcomputer-videodisc systems such as
those (Molnar, 1980) has suggested. It would then be possible to
print out for each individual those pages of the manual which were
most relevant to his or her MOS and to include interactive teaching,
testing, and recordkeeping which the BSEP and MOS supervisors could
evaluate to determine the effectiveness of the BSEP instruction.
This computer-videodisc instruction would also allow soldiers to
work in a drill and practice mode on math competencies such as those.
which are prerequisites for using maps, measuring, counting, and
using the compass and protractor--once these competencies had been
taught using realia and military examples.

3
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Simulators. For some modules, simulators might be appropriate.
They are a step removed from real objects, but many military *and
civilian training projects have used them with good results to teach
skills, such as piloting airplanes and driving automobiles. In
using simulators the transfer of training to the job site is all

r- important. It is possible to simulate part or all of a task, but
whatever is simulated must call for the job skill required. A part
or whole task simulated experience could introduce or reinforce MOS
concepts.

Materials for Learning Strategies and-Life Coping Skills In
addition to teaching. MOS task components themselves, BSEP programs
can provide materials to assist soldiers to improve their learning
strategies, so that they will have less difficulty in assimilating
new MOS information. Weinstein (in press) has shown that there is a
relationship between the use of such strategies and academic
success. The materials used in BSEP should require the soldier to
use such strategies.as verbal and -physical elaboration, and should
encourage positive attitudes and concentration. Instructional
materials which teach study skills can be adapted from commercial
study skills materials available such as those produced by the
National Association of Secondary School Principals (1974).
Designed for 8th, 9th, and 10th grade students, their HM Study
Skills program includes worksheets, a teacher's guide, an a manual
for workshop leaders. Materials also can be developed from
guidelines proposed by Weinstein (in press), Singer (1978), and
others and used to show the soldier that by efficient strategies, he
or she can capture and retain more of the information presented on
the job site.

- Instructional materials used in BSEP to teach job-related life
coping skills might also be role plays which model the heirarchical
structure of Army ranks and explain the privileges and
responsibilities associated with each. Pamphlets or flyers

- -containing pictures of insignia and uniforms appropriate for each
Army service branch could be included, so that different uniforms,
patches, scarves, etc., would be recognized as identifying different
Army units. This has been done previously in both Army and Navy
(McGoff & Harding, 1974).reading programs, but publications in color
might be more appropriate.

Job accountability might be taught through instructional
materials that show organizational charts which relate the mission
of the soldier's own unit to the Army's mission. The soldier should
be able to perceive himself or herself as having a role within the
structure, and to identify the responsibilities for which he or she
and other members of the unit must be accountable. Games or
simulations which model actual military efforts and portray the
breakdown of the effort that will result from poor performance at
different levels could teach this concept. Computer simulation of
this type could be easily adapted from existing games courseware.

Life coping skills modular materials should stress the
importance of cooperation between people to accomplish the military
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mission. Since ethnic, race, and sex differences among Army
personnel often have an influence on individual and unit
effectiveness (Reed, 1980) BSEP materials could use films to
stimulate a discussion of differences. Awareness sessions could be
presented on videotapes or live discussions could be led by
experienced discussion leaders. Filmstrips which deal with

. differences among people ari available commercially, and some are
described by Hall (in press), but the discussion among the soldiers
concerned is essential to make certain that an appreciation of the
need to overcome prejudices and attitudes that hamper job
effectiveness is communicated.

Many instructional materials used in BSEP will contain
information which is critical to a soldier's job performance.
Therefore, whenever possible, materials should be available for the

* soldier to keep for personal use and review. It should also be
possible for soldiers to take BSEP materials from the learning

* center for study during the term of their BSEP course work.

" . Performance Assessment

As stated earlier, the ABLE test and to a lesser degree, the GT
test are presently used in most programs to assess performance by
soldiers in BSEP II. For those programs, improved test scores are

" indicators that the program is successful in accomplishing the
objective as outlined in AR-621-45: to raise general educational
competencies to grade 9 as measured by the ABLE II (Appendix D).

However, improved performance on the ABLE or GT tests may not
result in greater job proficiency. In his study on basic skills
education, for example, Farr (1978) administered the Metropolitan
Achievement Test (MAT) (Harcourt - Brace, 1964) - Intermediate to
185 BSEP graduates at 12 sites. Their mean post-test score on the
MAT was 7.7. However, on a cloze test developed to measure reading
comprehension using sections of the military manual, the Soldier's
Manual of Common Tasks (DoA, 1977), where criterion levels for
soldier performance were inadequate reading comprehension (0=70%),
adequate reading comprehension (70%-80%), and good or above average
comprehension (over 80%), the mean percentage of the soldiers
performed inadequately. Also, although soldiers at 11 of the 12
sites evaluated in Farr's study demonstrated gains in all three
areas of basic skills as shown by increases on means of pre/post
tests of the Test of Adult Basic Education (Farr, 1978) (since
replaced by the ABLE), soldier attitude measures indicated that they
had difficulties in seeing any relationship between BSEP classroom

* . work and their Army jobs. They saw little improvement in their job
performance as a result of BSEP instruction,.although they were
pleased with their BSEP courses and satisfied with the competence of.

the instructors.

Sticht (1975a) addressed the need for a more military-specific,
*i functionally-oriented assessment instrument. The FLIT Job Reading

Task Test (JRTT) mentioned earlier being used at some sites
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instead of the ABLE. The tests consist of job reading tasks as
determined from on-the-job interviews with soldiers in BSEP Ii. The
instruction provided in the BSEP course is also based on the basic
skill task elements that soldiers identified, thereby creating a
direct correlation between the information taught and the skills
being evaluated in the final assessment. Data on the program
(Sticht, 1975a) showed that 50% of the trainees taking the
instruction improved more than two grade levels as measured by the
JRTT in the reading of job-related materials. Seventy-five percent
showed more than a one-year gain, while less than 10% showed no
gain., Comparable scores for these trainees on the USAFI general
reading test showed that 25% of the trainees did not achieve any
gains. Other BSEP programs do not have one comprehensive final
assessment instrument but do include assessment instruments
throughout the instruction to test mastery of a particular concept.

Of the group of programs using the ABLE or GT as the final
assessment instrument, some have comprehensive, job-specific
placement tests that are administered before instruction takes place
to determine the soldier's entry level. The Military Specific
Functional Literacy Test (MSFLT), developed by James Flood (Note 11)
of Boston University, is one example. In his analysis of MOS
training, he determined the prerequisite skills needed by soldiers
in order to perform successfully. Instruction in the resulting
basic skills program is directly related to those MOS prerequisites,
with each lesson or exercise indicating a particular MOS to which it
is related and any prerequisites needed to perform that exercise.
Because the placement test is also based on the task analyses and
the instruction, the MSFLT reflects skills needed to complete the
basic skills instruction successfully and therefore to perform the
MOS tasks. It also has the potential to be used as a performance
evaluation tool, but whether it has been so used and to what extent
could not be determined.

The Big Bend diagnostic test (Antonich, et al. Note 12) is
another job-specific placement instrument. Developed on principles
similar to those used in the MSFLT, the Big Bend test is also used
to determine the point at which a soldier needs to begin
instruction. It too may have been used to test whether soldiers
have successfully completed the instruction, but to our knowledge it
was not so used.

The Army has formally acknowledged the need for an Army-wide
change in BSEP assessment procedures to the use of Army-Specific
reading tests (Dueitt, 1979; Appendix E). The evaluation report
(Farr, 1978) suggested that, in conjunction with a functional
approach to instruction, an Army-specific reading test for
diagnosing basic skills deficiencies be developed for use instead of.
a generalized reading test. However, this is only a partial
solution to the issue of job-specific performance assessment. A
successful assessment would measure all Army-specific basic skills,
math as well as reading and any other required basic skill. More
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* importantly' the performance assessment should be a two level

process which will evaluate not only the soldiers' performance in
BSEP II training but also determine the effectiveness of the
training in preparing the soldier to perform on his or her job
(DoA, Army BSEP, Note 10). Developing such an assessment measure
requires a well defined organized plan of action. Key issues are
discussed below.

Goals and Objectives. Evaluation of a program is very closely
related to the program's goals and objectives. Goals express the
overall intent; objectives describe specific behavior and
standards. (Davis, et al., 1974). For example, a goal could be
that a soldier be familiar with jeeps. Objectives for that goal .
might be that a soldier be able to start, drive, and park a jeep.
Evaluation is closely tied to goals and objectives in that it

answers questions such as "How will I know if students have reached
the objectives?" It therefore becomes extremely important that the
goals and objectives of the program are well defined, so that the
evaluation can be solidly based and will measure what it is intended
to measure.

This is one problem with the BSEP II program. Although the
program goal has been stated--that the soldier be able to perform on
his or her job--the objectives for reaching that goal are not

clear. The objectives of improving scores on the GT or ABLE exams
have been superseded by the redirection towards the use of
job-specific assessments, but the specific assessment instrument has
not been identified.

To accomplish the first level of evaluation of successfully
completing BSEP, the appropriate evaluation instrument would test
only those basic skills required by a soldier to perform in his or
her particular MOS. Ideally, this.requires a complete task analysis
of MOSs from which BSEP II soldiers usually come and an evaluation
tool for each, based on the identified, required skills. The test
would exclude any basic skills that were "job aided," i.e.,
presented in a job aid such that basic skill mastery was not
necessary. From those identified tasks, the required basic skills
should be separated to make up the "basic skills proficiency
requirements (BSPR)". These skills would be taught in BSEP
instruction. Soldiers performing minimally on their MOS BSPR test
would be considered to have successfully completed BSEP.

The assessment instrument for the basic skills proficiency
requirements would test all the basic skills identified by the task
analysis. It should be noted that the types of required skills will

have an impact on the format of the tests. For the tasks that are
psychomotor, the competency test should be psychomotor.

The second level of performance assessment--that of evaluating
the actual job performance--should be done at the MOS job site.

* This could be coordinated by the BSEP instructor but requires a
close interaction with the MOS instructor. The assessment should
measure whether a soldier is in fact performing better because of
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the training. It could be measured by standardized tests such as
performance on the Skills Qualifications Test .(SQT) which is *a
proficiency test for a particular MOS, or through the use of
questionnaires to be completed by MOS instructors, military
supervisors, and the soldiers themselves. The cumulative results of
on-the-job performance can be used at a third assessment level --

- evaluation of the program.

This approach is similar to many existing assessment approaches,
but with slight modifications. Sticht's (1975a) JRTT seems to
evaluate procedures. This proposed assessment would evaluate
content. Many ideas presented here also resemble those used by the
Boston University and Big Bend programs. However, one key factor in
the assessment being proposed is the time of the performance
assessment. Unlike the Boston University or Big Bend programs,
where assessment is done after the whole 340 hours of instruction is
completed, the proposed performance assessments could be completed
in sections as soon as a particular skill has been mastered. This
system would work in the following sequence:

soldier or soldier's supervisor identifies a problem the
soldier is having

soldier participates in BSEP for help in mastering that

particular skill

- soldier takes the test on that skill to insure mastery

soldier returns to his or her MOS to be evaluated as to
whether he or she can now perform the skill.

Even if a soldier has a series of skill deficiencies, he or she will
not be engaged in long segments of training without returning to the
MOS job site to demonstrate mastery on the first skill. This
provides for the immediate application of skill training that is so
important to skill mastery (Singer, 1978; Davis, et al., 1974;
NAPSAE, 1969).

Goals and objectives also need standards for time and quality
(Davis, et al., 1974). If the objective is to pass the military-
specific test, in reading-or math, what are the standards for
passing? Eighty percent of the test items? Seventy percent? Are
there test items that are required and must be mastered, versus
others that are desired but are not critical to job performance? Is
there a time limit in which the instruction must be completed? What
will happen if soldiers do not meet the minimum requirements? These
questions need to be addressed in regard to the goals and objectives
of the BSEP program in order to develop adequate performance
assessments.

Evaluation may have to be in a state of flux. The advantage of
*having evaluation of the program's effectiveness is that there is

continuous feedback available as to whether an approach is working.
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Pilot projects can be implemented to test the various techniques.
If the results are not what is desired, the process can be analyzed
and the program revised and retested.

Program Implementation. The proposed method of evaluation is
based on instruction provided outside of the regular MOS . This
leads us to cm important issbe in program design--how will the
program be implemented? As supplemental or remedial instruction,
will the soldier study basic skills for part of the work day and
return to the worksite afterwards, or will soldiers attend BSEP
until they master all basic skill requirements? When, as a result
of BSEP training, the soldier masters the required basic skill, how
will he or she reintegrate into the MOS job? Will BSEP shorten job
experience?

The new direction of BSEP towards concentrating on process

skills such as primary and secondary learning strategies and life
coping skills seems to be an attempt at alleviating this
implementation problem. As stated before, Sticht (1975a) did
produce favorable results with his procedural approach; however the
lowest gains were demonstrated in terms of content learning. While
process skills are helpful, in the long term, the Army should
consider providing job training in a variety of instructilonal modes
such that all trainees can participate in the same course, thereby
eliminating the need for a separate BSEP program. These
implementation issues have an impact on performance evaluation and
should be decided before an evaluation plan is set up.

Criterion Referencing. The GT and ABLE tests ore
norm-referenced tests; that is, they compare the level of an
individual's performance in relation to the performance of some
general population. They are therefore geared toward the
performance of a group. Criterion-referenced tests, on the other
hand, measure individual competency in'relation to a task. The
individual is rated according to his or her mastery of the
performance criterion (Davis, et al., 1974). If BSEP II is to
provide training to soldiers for specific MOSs and one curriculum

and delivery system wil not meet all training demands (Dueitt,
1979), all soldier's performance should not be-evaluated according
to some general performance level. Criteria for successful
performance on a job should be identified for each MOS. The
performance assessment should reflect those criteria.

A criterion-referenced test should be designed to test each
program objective (Davis, et al., 1974). Again, the Army recommends
that learning strategies and life coping skills be included in the

BSEP II curriculum, but the role of these skills has not been
clarified. Are learning strategies and life-coping skills to be
considered additional objectives towards the goal of MOS
proficiency, or are they enabling or supporting objectives leading
to proficiency? That is, do soldiers have to demonstrate a minimal

O4 knowledge of learning strategies, acceptable personal coping skills,
and appropriate attitudes in dealing with superiors and subordinates
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before being judged to have successfully completed BSEP? If the
soldier can perform the job, is his or her knowledge of learning
strategies important in terms of further training? If so, then the
assessment must test these skills as well.

If learning strategies and life coping skills are to be
evaluated, how will they be measured? Weinstein (in press)

*' describes several tests that assess the use of learning strategies.
Perhaps these could be used or modified to criterion-referenced
instruments for use in the BSEP program. Although the Adult
Performance Level (APL) Program (Barron, 1973) offers a
criterion-referenced evaluation of broad functionally-oriented life
coping skills, to our knowledge, no military-specific test currently
exists for the evaluation of job-related life coping skills.
However, because superiors and supervisors are often the best judges
of attitude changes, questionnaires can be developed for supervisor
and peer completion to rate soldiers' life coping skills. The
assessment of life coping skills and learning strategies must have
standards for performance as well.
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V. DELIVERY SYSTEMS

All*of the relevant factors that characterize the BSEP
program--site location, target population, instructional content,

• assessment procedures, numbtr and kind of personnel required, and
support systems and facilities needed--must be considered in
determining the program delivery system.

The problem of delivering basic skills education to adult

learners is recognized as critical throughout our society. The Air
Force and the Navy as well as the Army have experimented with the
delivery of programs to deal with the inability of their recruits 'to
use the basic skill learnings they need to perform on the job
(McGoff & Harding, 1974). In the civilian sector, the problem of
youth unemployment has also been related to basic skill
deficiencies, and Congress is considering passage of a Basic Skills
Education Bill (U.S.C., 1980), with funding to the Departments of
Labor and Education, to provide a model for delivery of job-related

S--basic skills training nationwide through cooperative efforts of
secondary schools and employers. Kozol (1980), an expert in adult
literacy training, suggests that adult illiteracy has reathed
critical proportions and that the delivery of remedial education-
must involve massive volunteer efforts to provide effective literacy
training to the estimated 25 million functionally illiterate adults
in the United States. The major consideration in determining a BSEP
delivery system should be the characteristics of the BSEP target
population.

Extensive research (Allen, 1974; Travers, 1967; Taylor, 1964)
has been carried on in recent years to determine what methods of
delivering instruction are most appropriate for different students.
From this research it appears that some delivery systems are better
suited than others for average or below average achievers; and that
functionally literate learners such as BSEP soldiers should be
taught through experiential methods to the degree that this is
possible (NAPSAE, 1969; DoL, 1979).

To the extent possible, therefore, the delivery of work-related
skills instruction should be carried on on the job. Horabin (1971),
for example, points out that when Ford Motor Company planned to
invest several million dollars in the development of programmed
instructional materials for their apprentices in the maintenance
trades, a task analysis revealed that a structured experiential
learning approach would provide a much less expensive and effective
approach. Training was designed which put the responsibility for
the development of each apprentice on the apDrentice himself and his.
immediate supervisor. This on-the-job training approach developed
broad range competence in a comparatively short period of time,
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dramatically lowered the job entry requirements, and contributed
significantly to the affirmative action program of the company. The
experience of this company snould be realistically assessed to
determine, on the basis of the proposed task analysis of MOSs, what
would be required to address the training of soldiers as much as
possible in this manner.

We recognize that on-the-job training is not necessarily always
feasible when the training would take up scarce resources which
should, be employed in carrying out the organizational mission
(Carpenter-Huffman, Note 13), yet the transfer of learning from
formal training to the job site is often poor.

There seems little doubt that even where formal off-the-job
functional literacy training is unavoidable, however, programs
benefit greatly from instructional delivery systems which provide
close coordination between the tra-ining site and the intended work
site for the trainee's. Job Corps programs which have been most
effective in terms of job placement over their 16-year history have
been those which developed linkages to trade unions or employers who
then provided input into the programs, screening to determine which
requirements for available jobs the Job Corps enrollee was lacking,
and offering vocational skills training for prospective job
candidates (Levitan & Johnston, 1975). Involvement with service
and community groups and potential employees has been cited in
discussing effective employment techniques used in Youth Employment
and Demonstration-Projects Act (YEDPA) programs (Hoyt, 1978a)

It is apparent that when employers and unions accepted the
challenge presented by Job Corps enrollees, and were willing to deal
with this challenge, many young people became employable.
Analogously, it seems clear, therefore, that a delivery system for
BSEP should include as much involvement as possible from those
military personnel who will work with and be responsible for
training the BSEP soldiers.

Job redesign and job/performance aids fo use on the job can
undoubtedly eliminate the need for some basic skills-training and
Improve competence immediately. Harless (1980), Bullock (1980), and
Gilbert (1979) have shown that job aids have many advantages over
formal training: they are less costly to develop, less costly to

.*.. implement, and less costly to update. They are also more likely to
ensure job-related performance, minimize avoidable forgetting, and
maximize communication among affected parties. Even when formal
training is used, job aids are useful for the period between the end
of the training and the mastery learning accomplishment. Together
with supervisor feedback, they can produce rapid on-the-job

*. training. Furthermore, compliance with the readability requirements
of MIL-M-38784A (Kniff-in, 1979) would make military manuals much
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more accessible than most are now, and this, too, would circumvent

some training.

When it has been determined that formal instruction is

unavoidable, it is still possible to use systems of delivery which
make the presentation of instruction as concrete as possible.
Berman (Note 1), for example, recommends that delivery systems for
poor readers include simulations, where a real life environment is
created, so that the participant has the opportunity to interact
with people, places, and things that behave as they would in the

m real world. This kind of training can be done through the use of
three dimensional instruments, such as those used in driver
education classes, or by role playing.

To provide realism, BSEP might use adaptations of the Link
Educational Laboratories (1974) competency-based program which
provides vocational skills training for secondary students, using
materials which require a minimum of reading and math instruction.
The delivery system used in this program is principally audiovisual
and includes 8 mm single concept film loops, 16 mm films, and
filmstrips, and overhead transparencies. In modifying this program
to better suit a functionally literate BSEP population, it would be
possible to require hands-on performance criteria, and oral rather
than written explanations of tool functions and their use.

The 8 nn silent film loop is, in general, particularly well
suited for the delivery of skill teaching, because it is capable Qf
breaking up a task involving motion into individual components and
presenting each individual task element. These lo6ps can be stopped
or slowed and can be captioned to present the specific terms
associated with task elements. They can either be projected on a
large screen or used in small viewers. Film loops are in connon use
in special education, to allow a process, once taught, to be
endlessly and soundlessly repeated for students so that they can
compare their ongoing performance with the model on the film
(DeWeaver, 1973).

It might be possible, in fact, to project loops at Army MOS work
sites, so that a soldier could view a model task performance or
learn to associate tools with their names and uses with a minimum of
distraction to others and without leaving the work site or
interrupting a supervisor. Loops could be produced economically for
an individual BSEP site with an 8 rn camera, to obtain realistic
performances of MOS job skills. Loops of actual job tasks would
inject a note of relevance. Arrows and other cues could be added to

*the photographs to increase instructional effectiveness.
Furthermore, the selection of MC- supervisors whose work was
suitable to portray in this way would undoubtedly increase trainee
interest and improve success in learning the tasks shown.
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That commercially-produced film loops for vocational trai.ning

are now available for use in Army training is evident, for example,
from their inclusion in the Catalog of Multi-Media Materials
published by the Army Education Center, Aberdeen Proving Ground,
Md., (Note 14), but they are not military job related.

Another possible delivery system for BSEP would be one similar
to the Occupational Technology program designed by Xerox (1972),
which teaches automotive technology and other skills similar to
those the Army must teach. In this program, students work with
simulators to practice skills taught. Training is presented through
filmstrips, slides, and audiocassettes in an individualized system.
Adapting tnese concepts for Army use would require building

. realistic simulation devices, reducing the level of reading
materials to a functional literacy level, or replacing the reading
materials with audiocassettes.

It would be possible to provide programmed materials by means of
* audiocassettes and illustrated workbooks. The BSEP II materials in

use at Ft. Jackson, for example (Farr & O'Neil, Note 7), could be
used with a cassette on which the instruction was recorded. Many
such workbook/tape programs exist, although they are not suitable in
most cases for the functionally literate student. The Army
Education Center at Aberdeen Proving Ground (DoA, Note 14, P. 134),
for example, has the Cambridge book and cassette series, "The
Relevance of Listening," which teaches listening skills, using a
book and 24 audiocassettes. The rate of playback of audiocassettes
can also be adapted, by using recent technology (Noonan, 1976), to
control the speed of presentation so that the student can listen to
material at a rate that is suited to his or her reading speed. This
capability improves comprehension for some slow-learning students
(DeWeaver, 1979).

Many programs designed for functionally literate persons use
delivery systems which rely upon teacher direction and printed
programmed materials. Job Corps enrollees, for example, typically
enter the program with an average reading and mathematics
achievement level of grade 5 or 6, and the delivery system used in
their training is primarily the commercially-produced Sullivan
Programmed Reading and Math texts (Sullivan Associates, 197_).
These present a series of lessons, each of which provides

* .information required to meet a specific criterion performance
standard which is considered a prerequisite to making the enrollee
employable. These --ogrammed materials are assigned after careful

4 assessment of the trdinee's entry level competence has been made by
the Systems Teacher; and the math materials are accompanied by math
minilabs which provide hands-on experience. Although the Job Corps'

. objective is to provide the skills remediation required for
employability, its pro.vision of literacy training is still broader
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than that of BSEP II, and ultimately, it does envision that the
enrollee will pass the GED. The Job Corps Systems Teacher is
considered a learning guide, able to work with individual students
as the need arises, but seldom using the lecture as instructional
delivery

Programmed print materials have serious drawbacks for a BSEP
delivery system. They depend upon reading and writing at some
level, and for BSEP they would have to be designed to have MOS job
relevance. This would be an expensive undertaking, and it would not
be successful, in all likelihood, because of the need of
functionally literate students for more concrete instruction.

For example, the Navy JOBS program described in the curriculum
chapter also uses programmed print materials as its system of
delivery. Although designed for functional level readers, materials
vary in reading levels, with some paragraphs as high as grade 13.
Materials are job specific--they are based on skills for particular
A school specialties. However, they attempt to introduce on paper
abstract concepts and 3-dimensional tools and apparatus without the
benefit of concrete manipulations which would facilitate the
learning process (Bunderson, et al., in press).

Furthermore, the statistics on the Job Corps (Levitan &
Johnston, 1975), though they are based on very incomplete data,
claim an average grade gain of only 2.1 months per month of
instruction in reading, and of 2.5 months in math, with the greatest
gain being made by the enrollees whose educational level was lowest
at entry. Since the median length of stay in the program was 3.1
months, reading gains for most enrollees would be no more than six
months, or from the lowest average entry level, grade 5, to below
grade 6. The Job Corps accomplishments in terms of academic gains
for the average enrollee would seem to be minimal. The Job Corp
Program claim that most of those who stayed in the program for 90
days were able to find work would seem to indicate that other
factors than improvement in functional literacy were involved in
making trainees employable.

Peer teaching is another possible delivery system suggested by
evaluators of the Air Force job-related literacy training program
(Huff, Sticht, & Joyner, 1977). Evaluators suggested that this peer
interaction was very valuable and could be provided in a learning

* .center approach, even when airmen who were working on similar
lessons were not present, by having flow charts, pictures, and

*0 classifying tables which had previously been produced by other
"-- students available for comparison.

Bunderson, et al. (in press) cite the technology breakthroughs
in the optical storage of video, audio, and digital information
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through videodisc as a presentation format which can break the
dependence on print for presenting job training information and
would allow the integration of reading and language development
skills with the realistic and visual presentation of relevant job
skills. Delivery systems for such programs at present would consist
of some combination of computer-assisted instruction and
videotechnology. Several examples of training and education systems
which employ these technologies are in existence, and representative
programs will be discussed.

S Chevrolet recently produced 27 videodisc sides for training car
dealers. Dealers interviewed said their sales managers found the
equipment "overly complicated " (Videodisc News). However, this
technology is redundant in this situation since the actual cars
described in the disc are available for sales people to see and
drive.

In Baltimore, Md., Control Data Corporation (CDC) in a program
funded under the Comprehensive Education and Training Act (CETA),
and the Mayor's Office of Manpower Resources has developed the
computer-assisted Fair Break Adult Learning Center to train
illiterate adults (Galton, 1979). Program participants spend two
hours daily, five days a week in this individualized mastery
learning program. Preliminary data show that the average gain in

.T reading is one grade level for 20 hours of instruction, and in math
one grade level for 12 hours. Computer-generated graphics and games
are used for increased realism and to make lessons less abstract.
The program is having its greatest success with older students
(Trusty, Note 17).

Another CAI basic skills project of four years' duration is the
PLATO Corrections Project in the Illinois prisons (Siegel & Simutis,
Note 18). The training results have been as good as or better than
those achieved in traditional prison classes, with 71.2% of CAI

* students passing GED tests, compared to 59.7% for traditional
instruction.

In the area of technical training, CDC (Note 15) is also
managing an individually-tailored instructional program for United
Airlines pilots, using PLATO terminals. This very expensive system
is an economical delivery system for this target population, since
it cuts down on costly training flights and returns the pilot to
work with the least interruption. American Airlines uses similar
CDC training delivery for 4,000 flight crew personnel (CDC, Note 16).

In the BSEP context, computer simulations could familiarize
soldiers with MOS equipment, graphically display tool names
and pictures, and introduce relevant vocabulary before soldiers
moved on to training simulations. PLATO terminals similar to those
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used in the programs described above are in use in the ACES program
at Ft. Belvoir, Va., to provide basic skills training and assessment
through individualizing instruction. The results (Siegel & Simutis,
Note 18) of a comparison of this training with the same training
presented by traditional lecture methods showed no significant gains
in favor of the computer-assisted instruction (CAI), although in all
cases, the CAI group had higher scores. However, implementation
problems involving hardware reliability were reported, and it seems
clear that this project was a prototype and not a stable system.
Siegel and Simutis (Note 18 ) found that the technology had potential
for basic skills instructional delivery and should be studied
further. A more serious problem, however, is the fact that this
program courseware is off-the-shelf material which is not militaryK' job-related. Courseware would have to be developed or adapted to
meet the goals of the BSEP curriculum.

Another prototype computer-assisted skills training program that
has been developed for a military setting is the Computerized
Training System (CTS) developed by TRADOC, in use at Ft. Gordon for
training soldiers in field radio maintenance, teletypewriter
installation repair, preventive maintenance, and troubleshooting and
maintenance of Army Avionics Communication Equipment. This pro3ect,
evaluated by Seidel, Rosenblatt, Wagner, Schulz, and Hunter (1978),
was not concerned with functional literacy problems. However, the
finding did indicate that students accustomed to instruction by
teachers may not have a wide tolerance for computers. The HumRRO
evaluators found that most students considered the instruction too
hard, thought the instructors less available than they should be,
and found the instructional media difficult to work with, and this
has ramifications for BSEP delivery system decisions. However, 80%
of the students in the CTS program passed the majority of the tests
on their first attempt.

The Air Force Human Resources Laboratory at Lowry Air Force
* Base, Colo., uses the Advanced Instructional System (AIS), a

large-scale computer-based instructional system developed by
McDonnell Douglas Corp. (1980), that is designed to provide
integrated support for both computer-managed instruction (CMI) and
computer-assisted instruction (CAI). AIS was designed to improve
the effectiveness and efficiency of Air Force technical training
courses for enlisted Air Force personnel, among whom reportedly are
many persons with reading ability within the range of the BSEP II
population (McGoff & Harding, 1974). This program provides
instruction for 800 students daily, however, and the high cost of

1i such a system may not be acceptable for smaller BSEP programs.

The Computer Curriculum Corporation (CCC) has also developed an
individualized adult arithmetic and reading basic skills curriculum
which teaches skills equivalent to those expected of students who
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have successfully completed elementary school. The materials are
not military-specific, however, and the cost of developing similar
courseware suitable for BSEP would be high (ISI, Note 19).

Computerized delivery systems to provide functional literacy
training at remote military sites where teachers were unavailable
have also been designed. In USAREUR, ACES Division Headquarters
developed and implemented a Microcomputer Literacy Program (Flood,
1979) and introduced it at 15 sites. Curricula used were adapted
from those already in use in BSEP. In terms of the project's
purpose there was no significant improvement in job-related transfer
skills. However, the technology was well accepted and could hold
promise for use at sites such as those in Korea, where teachers are

rnot available.

In isolated Army settings, it might also be possible to provide
BSEP instruction in informal settings as was done in the MITRE
computer-assisted instructional system for handicapped, homebound
children (MITRE, 1976). This program provided instruction using

-" home television screens as terminals to link children's homes to a
computer through cable television. Such an informal approach might
be more acceptable and promote peer interaction, an important
feature, since where no teacher is on hand, a delivery system must
not only be reliable, but motivating in terms of its location, ease
of use, and attractiveness to the soldier.

The Time-shared Interactive Computer-Controlled, Information
Television (TICCIT) System (Hazeltine, 1980) provides
individualized, modular lessons in basic skills. TICCIT is now a
time sharing system, but its developers expect that microcomputers
and videodiscs will make courses more economical and increase
flexibility by allowing for the integration of media from many
formats.

If videodisc/computer technology is used however, it must be
remembered that the present state of the art requires that to use
the capability of videodisc to integrate all media, everything which
will appear on the disc must be first assembled and synchronized,
frame-for-frame, for premastering on videotape. This means that
even the original disc will not be an original master copy, and
other media may, of course, be additional generations old.

There is little doubt that the technologies exist to allow for
the delivery of BSEP instruction by computer and video technology
However, the capability of all delivery systems is limited, and the
courseware required for BSEP must be designed to produce instruction
compatible with MOS learning objectives. Pilot projects should
develop courseware for MOS-related skills, so that stable systemsI;-. can be shared among sites.
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In making decisions on the use of computer-assisted instruction,
Seidel (Note3 ) points out: (1) that they must be determined by
examining data which relate to a stable operational system, not to
prototypes; (2) that the use of computers will probably result in
some gain in learning and some increase in costs; and (3) that a
decision to use computers should be predicated on whether the
increase in costs is "tolerable," in terms of learning gains.
Clearly, for a small site this tolerable cost would probably be less
than for a large one.

N The decision as to which of the delivery systems available is
best suited to a specific BSEP program would have to be made on the
basis of such site characteristics as the number of soldiers to be
trained, the number of MOSs included in the training, and the
availability of personnel to deliver the instruction.

However, in every situation the information gained from MOS task
analyses should be used to determine what training can be job aided,
and wherever possible reading requirements should also be
minimized. Where formal training is necessary, it should rely as
little as possible on reading skills. Delivery systems should
encourage peer interaction and individualization of instruction.
Where sites are isolated or large numbers of soldiers must be
trained, the training potential of computers and video technology
should be explored.
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VI. PERSONNEL

The configuration of the entire BSEP instructional system is not
clear at this time. Therefore, it is not possible to identify with
certainty all the personnel that will be required, prescribe their
responsibilities, and suggest ways of assessing their performance.

* .The program has not yet identified its instructional goals and
objectives, established MOS task referents for each, constructed
assessment measures for evaluating instruction in terms of job task
competence, or developed curricula and delivery systems for the
revised BSEP program. However, to accomplish these efforts, BSEP
will require personnel with a wide range of experience and
competencies.

It is quite possible that the revised BSEP staffing patterns
will require new professional and non-professional personnel unique
to this program, with new roles and responsibilities. Farr (1978)
has suggested that pilot programs be developed to try out
alternative materials, methodologies, organizational and staffing
patterns which could then be shared across orograms. He reports,
for example, that one BSEP program was testing the role of an NCO
Class Aid who was serving as a teaching assistant to clarify matters
that related to MOS and SQT materials. The need for BSEP staff
members who are knowledgeable about MOS basic skills training
requirements and able to provide appropriate suggestions for
effective remedial training in basic skills is evident. Providing
military job-related basic skills training presents a different
challenge from the provision of high school completion materials and
it may require a mix of military and civilian training personnel.
At present, BSEP programs operate with staffing patterns comparable
to those in public high schools. Programs have: Education Services
Officers, counsellors, master teachers (contractor's on-post
representatives), classroom teachers, and teacher aides (Farr, 1978).

BSEP programs will probably require the following categories of
personnel to encompass the diverse requirements of the program and
to insure coordination of MOS and BSEP instructional aims and
content for soldiers served by both programs.

Administrators: Both educational and military administrators
will be required to open BSEP facilities and provide them with
staff, equipment, and logistical support. Such administrators
should include both top echelon personnel to oversee the entire

* worldwide BSEP program, and its integration with MOS training, and
area and local administrators responsible for the oversight of
ongoing BSEP programs.
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Administrators at the central program level should coordinate
tne development of overall military support and instructional
excellence and encourage locally administered pilot projects and the
transfer of useful instructional curricula and strategies among
sites. Central program administrators should also disseminate to
area and local administrators information regarding changes in MOS
requirements that include new or different basic skills components.
Wherever exemplary MOS-related BSEP materials are developed locally
that are adaptable widely, central administrators should determine
how they should be disseminated for the greatest instructional
effect.

At the area level, administrators should be responsible for
local programs in a large geographic area. They should coordinate
efforts so that there will be consistency in program goals and
objectives and should be responsible for evaluating the area-wide
program to provide the Army with data on which to judge the
effectiveness of BSEP in terms of improved MOS competency. Area
administrators should be able to oversee the development of quality
programs at individual sites within large geographic areas,
permitting each site enough latitude to develop a site-specific
program, but insisting that BSEP programs be instructionally
effective as measured by improved MOS effectiveness.

Farr's (1978) observation was that at present, BSEP program
central administrators in USAREUR spend too little time observing
ongoing programs at field sites and meeting with military
personnel. If it is impossible for central administrators to carry
out this responsibility because of the burden of administrative
duties, area administrators should certainly be required to visit
sites on a regular basis, with central administrative staff visits
at least twice-yearly.

At the local level the BSEP administrator can be, depending on
the size and location of the site, a military officer who oversees a
self-instructional program developed elsewhere, a principal teacher
who is responsible for several staff members at one BSEP center, or
a full-time administrator at sites where there are two or more BSEP
centers serving soldiers from several different companies. The
local BSEP administrator would be analogous to a Job Corp Education
Administrator (DoL, 1979) who is responsible for: enacting policies
and practices related to educational personnel and training;
directing, scheduling, and determining accountability of the program
staff; maintaining educational records and reports; insuring that
courses are conducted according to program guidelines; and providing
required materials and equipment. A BSEP administrator would also
act as an interface between the BSEP and MOS programs and between
BSEP and the military and civilian communities.
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The local administrator should also be responsible for providing
an effective management structure and insuring that the BSEP staff
is responsive to individual soldier needs; recruiting and hiring
qualified staff, or sharing this responsibility with the area
administrator; insuring compliance with Army personnel policies; and
overseeing the proper maintenance of the program facilities.

In addition to these administrators, BSEP programs will also
need:

Secretarial and support staff: to perform clerical work related
to attendance, recordkeeping, and other services, such as
duplication and correspondence. Farr (1978) observed that there was
insufficient secretarial and clerical assistance available, and that
at some sites there was none. These services will be essential for
the smooth operation and recordkeeping tasks required for an
individualized, competency-based BSEP.

BSEP Teachers: At most sites, it will be possible to hire
teachers to oversee BSEP programs and it is the experience of all
basic skills education programs, both in the military and in the
civilian sectors, that such teachers are an extremely important
factor in the instructional effectiveness of adult literacy
programs. At present, individual 3SEP programs are operated under
contracts with educational institutions who hire civilian teachers
to teach BSEP courses. Army Education Centers have the
responsibility for overseeing the programs. For the most part,
teachers are recruited from those individuals available in the
military community who meet the requirements of the contractor, and
the available teachers are usually women military dependents. This
pool of available teachers, however, does not provide the experience
or training required to implement a functionally-oriented, military
job-related BSEP program.

Farr (1978) reports in his evaluation of programs in USAREUR
that, on the whole, teachers are hard working and dedicated, but
ill-prepared to teach adult basic literacy classes. Their previous
experience has been mainly as first-year or student teachers, and
they conduct their programs in a fashion typical of junior or senior
public high schools. Farr also reports a high rate of turnover of
teachers in the program, since teachers tend to be dependents of
military personnel and leave the installation at the end of their
spouse's tour of duty. He found reading teachers to be the least
well prepared in both training and experience, although the greatest
need is the improvement of soldiers' reading skills. Teachers
typically did not know how to use the materials provided and were
principally assignment givers and recorders of assignments
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completed. His description of classes visited suggests that
teachers did not use effective learning strategies and were poorly
trained in individualizing instruction.

In spite of their lack of experience, however, BSEP teachers,
during the first three sessions of the program have been expected to
diagnose academic deficits, prescribe instructional solutions for
each trainee, and estimate the length of time the soldier will
require to reach a 9th grade level of proficiency. The Big Bend
teacher orientation package clearly states that this represents a
very difficult task for teachers (Antonich, et al., Note 12).

Farr observed sites that had master teachers, and in the best
run programs these people coordinated the programs capably and
provided opportunities for new teachers to work as aides with
experienced teachers before taking over a class alone. But this was

U not typical of the programs observed by Farr in Europe in 1978 or of
those described by Larson (Note 5 ) generally.

i r.
All teachers, teacher aides, and master teachers observed that

more inservice training was needed, and identified seven training
needs (Farr, 1978):

1. Preparation in subject areas, especially reading

2. Preparation to teach for inexperienced teachers

3. Preparation to work with adult and minority students in a
military setting

4. Preparation to implement the mandate that language, math,
and reading materials be military related

5. Training in curriculum development and materials selection
for adult basic skills programs

6. Training for master teachers in administrative procedures

7. Trainin for regional coordinators in business and

professional responsibilities

Larson (1980) reported that the problem of inadequate teacher
training is equally serious in installations in the United States
where teachers are also usually wives of military personnel. They
are paid on an hourly contract basis and extra funding for attending
training and orientation sessions is not budgeted.
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In regard to teacher training, the language of AR 621-45
(Appendix D) states, "The institution is responsible for employing
qualified instructors, providing inservice training (e.g., certain
instruction requires a basic knowledge of the military environment),
and ensuring that substitute teachers are available to meet class
requirements." In practice, however, there appears to be little
formal training for BSEP teachers, although the curriculum materials
developed for the various sites contain teacher training modules
which may be intended to meet this requirement. Some of these
modules include lengthy and very sophisticated discussions on
diagnosing weaknesses and prescribing instruction (often in several
subject areas), writing learning contracts, and monitoring
progress. Reading and assimilating the information in these
training modules would be a time-consuming task which would have to
be accomplished by the teacher during out-of-class time. No
effective method is described for insuring that the teacher is doing
the work even though it would appear that the program results are
heavily dependent on the teacher's familiarity with and capability
to apply this information. Little attention is given in the
training modules to the practical aspects of class organization.
The materials point out the serious constraints within which the
teachers must work, but offer the teacher little help in dealing
with these problems (Antonich, et al., Note 12).

Teachers of adult basic education classes face a complicated
teaching task in any setting. They must understand and sympathize
with the problems of undereducated adults and provide remedial
education for part-time students, each of whom is unique in terms of
academic preparation, capabilities, and life and work experience
(NAPSAE, 1969). In the military environment, basic education
teachers must, in addition, understand how to relate the education
they provide to helping students to stay in the Army and advance in
their MOS. At the present time, BSEP programs are not providing
sufficient teacher training to accomplish these objectives.
Therefore, to the greatest extent possible, BSEP programs should
hire teachers who have these qualifications or provide better
teacher training.

Traditionally, BSEP teachers have been drawn from those civilian
personnel available on the Army installation who had at least the
minimal qualification of an undergraduate degree. Many have little
teaching experience, especially in adult basic education. It seems
likely that, in the foreseeable future, this group will continue to
be the source of BSEP faculty. If teacher qualifications cannot be
improved, BSEP teacher training should be modified to include
training to help teachers develop the skills they need, such asK interpersonal skills to make adult learners comfortable in
teaching/learning situations where they have previously experienced
failures, and training in the instructional strategies, organization,
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are responsible for BSEP logistical support, and the Army Education
personnel who are responsible for giving ongoing professional advice
and assistance to teachers.

The TAGO memorandum on the Implementation of Army Continuing
Education and Recommendation Plan (Appendix E) calls for a "training
program" in conjunction with the development and award of contracts
for six MOS-specific baseline skills programs (Appendix F). It
would seem, therefore, that the Army is aware of the necessity to
include training for teachers in its revised BSEP programs.

BSEP teacher training should provide the program with qualified
teachers. Qualifications for BSEP teachers are those which have
been identified by Job Corps programs (DoL, 1979), by NAPSAE (1969), and by
Turner (in press) in her paper on Teacher Training for a Revised
BSEP. They are summarized here:

Interpersonal skills: Teachers in BSEP should have good
interpersonal skills. The close interaction between teachers and
students in an individualized program requires consistency,
emotional stability, tolerance, and sensitivity to student
feelings. The Job Corps literature points out, however, that these
skills can be learned, and that although public or private school
teachers have difficulty adapting to basic education programs, they

. are an asset to the program, once they have been persuaded of the
effectiveness of the basic skills approach.

Participatory Teaching Style: Effective BSEP teachers must be
active, aggressive participants in each soldier's progress, and not
merely recordkeepers, a problem with BSEP teachers to which Farr
(1978) called attention. Kozol (1980) also cautions teachers of
adults to be interested in their students' progress and aggressively
encourage performance and improvement.

Cultural and Ethnic Awareness: Among BSEP soldiers many
different races and ethnic groups are represented. Teachers need to
be sympathetic to and nformed about the problems related to race
and sex discrimination. They should be committed to assisting the
educationally disadvantaged and neither patronizing nor unrealistic
in their attitudes towards student problems.

Individualized Instruction: BSEP instruction will be modular in
nature, and teachers will need to be knowledgeable about the use of
individualized, self-paced instruction, peer tutoring, and -nodular
learning packages in order to be effective BSEP teachers.

Mediated Instruction: BSEP instructional modules will contain
many kinds of learning activities. Some will require the use of

audio-visual materials, such as filmloops, projectors, overhead
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transparencies, audio and videotapes, and in some instances,
computers. The BSEP teacher will need to be familiar with and able
to use any media included in the course and to show soldiers how to
use it.

Behavior Management Techniques: Turner (in press) suqqests that
-"* teachers can learn to communicate and solve problems which arise in
* -. day-to-day classroom situations by the use of Teacher Effectiveness
K Training principles, which are based on a six step teacher-student

problem solving model developed by Gordan (1974). The BSEP teacher
is likely to encounter behavior problems arising from soldiers'
impatience and frustration with the task of learning basic skills as
an adult. BSEP teachers should be able to use behavior modification
techniques suggested by Job Corps (DoL, 1979) to motivate and shape
appropriate behavior.

Remedial Education Techniques: Soldiers in BSEP need
instruction in military job related reading and math, and BSEP
teachers will not be expected to teach phonics or other elementary
reading skills. However, a basic knowledge of the techniques of
teaching reading will enable a teacher to provide practical
suggestions for improving reading skills. BSEP teachers should have
at least minimal knowledge of the teaching of reading and elementary
math. Civilian schools have recognized the need for every teacher
to nave some skill in teaching reading, no matter what his or her
subject area is. The D.C. Public Schools, for example, require
teachers in all disciplines to be trained to teach reading, and
reading teachers themselves have developed materials for use by
classroom teachers inexperienced in teaching reading. An example is
Reveleon and Sullivan's, (Note20 ) The Bridge Between, developed
for classroom teachers in South Boston schools.

Diagnostic Techniques: BSEP teachers will be expected to place
each 35EP soldier in the module which contains the information in
which he or she needs remediation. Therefore, teachers will need
skill in administering tests, assessing individual abilities, and

"4" determining individual placement and progress.

Military-Specific Information: BSEP teachers need the ability
to interact with military personnel who are concerned about the
progress of the soldiers, especially MOS personnel who have

* * !referred the soldiers to BSEP. Teachers need to know as much as
possible about the work that the soldiers will be doing in the MOS
in order to adapt their teachinq approach as nearly as

*g possible to each soldier's instructional needs.

Communit Outreach: Teachers should be aware of the potential
wit the military and civilian community to support the BSEP
program. They should be able to request military personnel to visit
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and techniques suited to the teaching of military job-related,
functional literacy.

Ideally, the designing of new BSEP programs will be a
cooperative effort between the military trainers and the BSEP
teachers. Farr (1978) reports that military commanders are now
reluctant to encourage BSEP teachers to deal with MOS-related

* * materials, out of fear that the teachers will give students
inaccurate information. This cannot continue to be the case if BSEP
is to prepare the student for the military job. For instance, exact

U .definitions of basic skill needs for MOS performance must be determined
together by military trainers as subject matter experts, and
teachers, as instructional designers. Although task analyses must
be directed by experts in educational technology and human factors,
MOS and BSEP first line training personnel should be involved in the
process in order to establish the credibility of the findings and
encourage cooperation with the new BSEP curriculum. One way to
involve them would be to make available to them orientation guides
to task analyses, such as the Training Guide for Observation and
Intervi n in Marine Corps Task Analysis (Kuriloff,Yoder. &
Stone,1975J. This guid? describes methods used in job
analysis: individual interviews, technical conferences, group
interviews, observation interviews, and checklists and
questionnaires. It also explains how reliability and validity are
achieved in task analyses. The Instructional Quality Inventory used
by the Navy (Wulfeck, Ellis., & Richards, 1978;Ellis, & Wulfeck,
1978) also provides guidance on the systematic
development of military instruction in conformity with sound
principles of training and the psychology of learning and
instruction.) Collaboration between military trainers and BSEP
teachers should result in task analyses which identify every basic

* skills learning which is an enabling objective leading to the
terminal objective of passing the SQT for the snecific MOSs.
Teachers also will need training to help them build feedback loops
between the military and BSEP classes to supply information on
student performance and on necessary updates and revisions of MOS
instruction.

In short, the revised BSEP programs cannot succeed in providing
military relevant job-specific skills unless careful attention is
paid to staffing. Teachers must understand the characteristics of
the target population and the terminal objectives of BSEP for the
particu1ar MOSs with which they will be working. Some of this
training can be provided in print, but correct teaching techniques
should be modeled, either live or by television or film sequences,

* and teachers should have opportunities to role play them.

The beginning BSEP teacher should know what MOS his or
her instruction complements, the personnel on the installation who
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the program as Hall (in press) has suggested or to provide any
realia or information needed to make the BSEP training as realistic
as possible.

Assessment of Teacher Performance: Turner (in press), writing
* on Teacher Training for Revised BSEP, suggests that BSEP employ the

Clinical Supervision mode of teacher evaluation and assistance,
developed by Goldhammer (1969). This allows the teacher- to have an
active part in discussing and designing the goals and objectives of
the program, establishing guidelines, and performing self evaluation
with the help of a supervisor. Clinical Supervision follows the
outline below:

1. Preobservation

This stage is mainly intended to provide framework for
the supervisory sequence. It can serve to reduce anxieties
and to open lines of communication. The supervisor meets
and talks with the teacher. This could be done by a more
senior, teacher. It is intended to be non-threatening and

K to let the teacher know that help and support are available.

2. Observation

The supervisor observes what is happening in the
teaching situation. Instead of recording general
descriptions, the observer writes down as much as possible,
verbatim.

3. Analysis and Strategy

During this stage an attempt is made to make sense of
the observation data and to plan the management of the
supervision conference to follow.

4. Conference

This is a very important step of the model. Here the
observer might focus upon the teacher's anxiety, rather
than on the teaching, or it might simply serve as a time to
offer reassurance, to make decisions, or to plan future
teaching. The conference should:

Provide a time to plan future teaching in
i collaboration with another professional educator.

Perhaps the best measure of a successful conference is
K *whether it has left with the teacher something

concrete, i.e., a design for the next sequence of
instruction.
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Provide a time to redefine the supervisory contract.

Provide a source of adult reward.

Provide teachers with training in techniques for
self-supervision and develop incentives for
professional self-analysis.

Deal with an array of factors that may affect the
teacher's vocational satisfaction as well as technical
competencies.

5. Post-Conference Analysis

This can serve to assess whether the supervision is
working productively, and to plan modifications of
supervisory practices (Turner, in press).

As stated previously, Clinical Supervision could serve to
stengthen the BSEP teacher training program by involving teachers,
supervisors, and other administrative staff members in the
implementation of the program. The use of techniques of Clinical

Supervision by teachers and supervisors should result in improved
instruction for BSEP soldiers.

Teacher assessment is crucial to the success of the new BSEP
curriculum. As Amarel (Note 21) has pointed out, the role of the
teacher in the implementation of a new curriculum must not be

overlooked. Siegel (1976) suggests using a five-step plan to insure
that teachers use curriculum as course developers intended:

1. train a group of teachers to use the package of curriculum
materials according to the authors' specifications;

2. develop and use observational systems to describe the
instructional variables which are considered specific to
the program and most emphasized by the curriculum planners;

3. study the relationships between instructional activities
and behavioral change in the students in a variety of
outcomes;

4. modify the training procedures, observation instruments

4i and/or curriculum materials on the basis of these outcomes;

5. retrain some or all of the teachers.

This "descriptive-correlational-experimental" loop interelates
training and feedback such that both the teachers and students benefit.
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Another source of professional help and development for teachers
is the teacher center. Turner (in press) also describes how these
can be set up. Information on funding, organizing and using teacher
centers is available from the American Federation of Teachers
(Boner, 1980a, b, c, d)and from local school districts.
Eligibility for Federal funding is described by Turner (in press),
BSEP programs may qualify for teacher center funding, depending on
their affiliation with universities, or they may be able to share
teacher center programs developed by the Army dependent schools.

Other Personnel. In addition to administrators, clerical support
staff,and teachers, the following personnel will be required to develop
and implement a revised BSEP program:

K t Instructional Technologists: to plan and steer the project from
7 the orientation stage to the implementation stage and to make

* revisions as evaluation data becomes available. In a computer-based
program they would also serve as an interface with both military and
educational administrators. They will need experience in task
analysis and learning systems design.

Behavioral Scientists: to insure that the psychological,
intellectual, and emotional needs of students are met, monitor job
performance success, understand the needs of the adult functionally
literate learner, and monitor pre- and post-training conditions
and behavior. In a computer-based training system, they would also
make recommendations to implement a smooth orientation to the
computer application for all computer users. They should be
behavioral psychologists.

Course Developers: to confer with the above named personnel,
design, and supply the core instructional content, including
appropriate tests and assessments. The course developers would also
develop supplementary materials using various instructional media,
and would be responsible for accuracy of content, course maintenance,
and updating. In the BSEP context, they would have to interface, on
a routine basis, with whichever military offices are responsible for
updating MOS course information. These individuals would need train-
ing and development, preferably in a military, functional literacy

* .context.

If the decision is made to use computer based training, Pflauer,
(1980) writing of the experience of Illinois Bell Telephone in train-
ing its employees, says that the right combination of human resources
can make CBT either a success or a failure as a training medium. She
lists the following personnel as necessary to the implementation of
successful CBT, in addition to those listed above:

Computer Technologists: to interface with the computer software
technical support groups on system and program design, troubleshoot
problems, and interface with other personnel to assure efficient
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usage and cost efficiency. They will need experience in systems
analysis and the development of computer software.

Instructors: to serve as computer course managers, interfacing
with learners, offering needed resources and counselling, making
recommendations to course developers as necessary, and arranging for

"* on-the-job follow up training. Instructors will need to possess a
wide familiarity with CAI and with military training.

This last task will be especially important to every type of
BSEP program, to insure that job-related materials discussed in BSEP
instruction are available and accepted by MOS supervisors. All BSEP

.-information should be consistent with MOS skills, and instructors
at both programs should use and require students to use the learning
strategies and basic skills techniques which BSEP has introduced
(Farr, 1978).
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VII. FACILITIES

Another important factor of any learning system is the facility
or environment in which the instruction and the learning will take
place. Programs with even the best developed curricula, delivery
systems, and personnel will be hampered by an environment that is
not conducive to learning. Learning environments are an integral

* part of the total learning system--they play an important role in
attracting learners to the site, and facilitating the learning
process. unless the facilities are given proper consideration, the
total effectiveness of an instructional system will not be realized

*(Holt & Stevenson, 1980).

Facilities should be designed in accordance with their use.
- BSEP facilities therefore should be designed according to the

program needs. To realize optimum program effectiveness, the
facilities should correspond closely with the total instructional
program. They should reflect: the target population; the intended
curriculum with its specific content, instructional strategies, and
instructional materials; the delivery system by which instruction
will be provided; and the personnel support system. They should
also reflect the extensive research done in the area of human
factors which describes what people need to be comfortable and to
function adequately.

Just as the instructional system will vary at each site because
of resources and program needs, so too will facilities vary
according to the needs of particular learning sites. However, every
learning environment should reflect BSEP's basic program focus.
BSEP facilities should therefore be designed for adults who have
already been unsuccessful in the traditional classroom environment.
Facilities should support the suggested individualized modular
approach to instruction and the use of print and non-print
instructional materials that are recommended. They must also
accommodate the selected delivery systems.

Present facilities used for BSEP programs are often inadequate

for BSEP even according to the directives contained in AR 621-45
(Appendix D). Farr (1978) reported, for example, that facilities
varied in quality from site to site. Classrooms were often shared
with High School Completion Programs. Classroom conditions varied
from good to poor in terms of learning conduciveness, with student
desks as the primary furniture, limited table space, inadequate
supplies, and often nonexistent office equipment.

- However, the BSEP learning environment plays an important
instructional role, and facilities used should be well planned.
They should not be planned according to traditional classroom
settings, because such facilities were not intended for the
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population and the program that BSEP addresses. Spacing, lighting,
furnishings, and equipment should all be appropriate for the BSEP
soldier.

It should be noted here that all training for the suggested
revised BSEP program will not occur in a formal BSEP training site.
The job aid and apprenticeship approaches to training, for example,
would work most effectively if presented right at the MOS
site. Slight modifications at the MOS site might have to
be made so that job aids can be the quick, handy references they are
intended to be. Job aids such as posters and charts should be
displayed near the point where they should be used, and other types
of job performance aids should be easily accessible. Apprenticeship
may require some small quiet place where the worker-teacher and the
soldier-trainee can confer, away from the distractions of the
immediate job environment. However, for the most part, the
facilities required for the BSEP training delivered at the MOS
site will result in only minor modifications to the
workplace.

However for the instruction that will have to take place at a
BSEP training facility rather than at the MOS job site, the target
population, curriculum, delivery system, and personnel mentioned
earlier should be considered in planning the facility.

There are certain characteristics of adult learners that would
have an impact on the learning facilities to be used. According to
NAPSAE (1969), adults require more and better light, do not easily
adjust to external temperatures changes and distractions, and are
more likely to be physically tired and less alert when they come to
class. The physical facilities should be designed to address these
characteristics. Lighting should be adequate. Temperature and room
arrangements should discourage distraction and fatigue. Suggestions
relating to appropriate room environments have been suggested by the
Army Chief of Engineers (DoA, Note 22).

The NAPSAE (1969) report also names fear of school as an
attitude held by most undereducated adults. Many have not been
successful in previous classroom situations and do not have good
feelings about them. Therefore, in BSEP classes, to whatever extent
possible, the facilities should not remind the soldier of such
previous learning situations. Facilities should be appealing so
that the soldier will be attracted to the environment and will want
to work in it.

S. The Job Corps standards reflect many of these principles. In
their ET Handbook No. 401 (DoL, 1979), they provide the following
guidelines for the classroom:
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-" each student should ideally have about 10 square feet of
unencumbered space.

- the layouts and furnishings should depart from the
N stereotyped classroom; settings and decorations should be

as adult-oriented as possible.

-- furnishings should permit variations between group and
individual work whenever possible.

In addition, rooms should have adequate lighting and ventilation.

The Army Chief of Engineers established environmental
specifications for a General Education Development (GED) training
program. Its report on GED Centers (DoA, Note 22) provides
extensive detail on how such a learning center should be set up.
Because the center plays such an important role in attracting
students and making programs effective, the report suggests three
general architectural and planning concepts successfully used in
retail merchandising that can be helpful in making educational
programs attractive: window shoping to arouse interest and
curiosity; accessibillt, ich includes convenient location of the
training site, location and identification of entrances, and
schedules of times the facility can be used; and graphics to attract
and instruct learners. The Army could adopt some o these
characteristics for its BSEP learning environment.

Jake Liebbe (1980), in his article on designing training
facilities, also makes some general recommendations for training
environments. He says that square classrooms bring people together
physically and mentally, provide good acoustics, and allow for
greater flexibility in room arrangement. If a square room is not
available, the length of the room should not exceed the width by
over 50%. Windows in classrooms are discouraged because they reduce
space for job aids and bulletin boards, require shades to black out
light for media presentations, provide distractions, and reduce
class unity.

Liebbe also recommends using only wall decorations that are
training related, and providing comfortable chairs to forestall
fatigue, study tables of appropriate color and materials, and carpet
to reduce sound and add to the atmosphere. Cl.ocks should not be
displayed in the learning area. Lighting, wall colors, and
furniture should protect against glare and eyestrain. Whenever
possible, there should also be environmental controls for air
temperature, air velocity, and humidity. The Chief of Engineers'
handbook (DoA, Note 22) also provides extensive detail on
atmosphere, lighting, acoustics, and space requirements for learning
centers.
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Correlating the environment with the suggested revised
curriculum involves substantial environmental requisites. Since
lectures and large group instruction will seldom if ever be the BSEP
instructional delivery method, the traditional desk and chair or
lecture type arrangements are totally unacceptable. To support the
revised BSEP program the learning center should be arranged to
accommodate the techniques appropriate to an individualized, modular
approach to instruction.

For this approach, flexibility is key. The learning center
should provide places where individuals can study and use
individualized materials without distraction, whether the
individualized materials are revised manuals, mediated instruction,
or computer-assisted instruction. However, facilities should also
be adaptable to accommodating teaching strategies where interaction
with teachers or peers is required. Flexibility is also important
for logistical reasons (DoA, Note22 ). The increasing rate of
change in educational programs and continuous improvements in
teaching aids and equipment are leaving many learning facilities

*i obsolete before their full usage is realized. Large sums of money
must then be reinvested to "update" the learning environment. GED
training administrators have already recognized the need for
facilities that are adaptable to change on a cost-benefit basis, and
are encouraging the design of more flexible learning environments.

One commnonly used approach to providing individual work areas is
. the use of study carrels. Bell Telephone Laboratories of New Jersey

(Holt & Stevenson, 1980), for example, has an individualized
training program that has many similarities to the revised BSEP
program: the training is learner-centered and is provided on duty;
the knowledge and skills are immediately job relevant; and courses
are taken just before the training is utilized. Instruction is
provided primarily in learning carrels. These carrels are arranged
so as to not give a cluttered or crowded appearance or to resemble a
long maze of cubicles. Lighting and space are planned. Carrels are
close enough to utilize space effectively but separate enough to
allow for privacy. Inside the carrels are all the media and
materials needed to master the task. Detailed research
(Spangenberg, 1975; Goff, 1980) on the characteristics of carrels
has been done which can be used as references in selecting such
furnishings.

However, BSEP learning environments should not be composed of
carrels alone. There is one significant difference between the Bell
Telephone training and the BSEP training programs--the people being
trained at Bell have Bachelor's and Master's degrees (Holt &
Stevenson, 1980). Their instructional strategy is designed for
people to work totally on their own in acquiring new skills. BSEP
soldiers are not expected always to work alone. Their instructional
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materials may require some assistance from the teacher. Strategies
such as simulations, role playing, and peer interaction require more

%" openness and flexibility than a classroom of carrels can provide.
Facilities must also be conducive to these other strategies as
well. In addition to individualized environments, BSEP facilities
can include work tables and seating arrangements for use in
simulations, teacher-student, and student-student interaction.

The Chief of Engineers (DoA, Note 22) suggests two means of
*providing spatial flexibility: an open plan and a divisible loft

space plan. In the open plan, there are very few closed in areas.
Furniture placement is the primary device used to divide the room
and separate activities. The divided 'loft space approach is a
more closed approach which divides the room with the use of
semi-permanent walls. For the latter approach, environmental
considerations such as lighting, air circulation, and electrical
outlets take on added significance. A room design combining the use
of carrels and one of these flexible designs might be useful to BSEP
environmental designers.

Because the BSEP learning facility is not just an area where
instruction is provided, but is an area that is central to the
whole instructional system, the learning facility should provide
accomodations for other program needs as well. Adequate office
space should be provided for the BSEP program administrators,
teachers, and other personnel required for successful program
implementation (see Chapter VI on Personnel). Again the Chief of
Engineers handbook for the GED program (DoA, Note 22) provides
extensive details on location, size, atmospheric conditions,
lighting, acoustics, and furnishings that can be used as guidelines
in planning similar facilities for BSEP. BSEP teachers could also

benefit from a teacher resources area which would house resource
materials related to the instructional task at hand. This could
also be designed to serve as a teacher center space. These areas
can include a work table, instructional materials, and adequate
shelving and storage space for those materials. The learning
facility should have running water, duplicating facilities, adequate
storage space for office and instructional supplies and materials,
rest rooms, and water fountains. New learning centers should
provide access to the handicapped.

Pilot Programs

BSEP programs should develop experimental pilot programs to test
the effectiveness of different learning center configurations.
Building new centers and renovating existing ones will be expensive
and it is important to use what is available. Dunn and Dunn (1978)
provide guidelines on how to redesign existing learning environments
which might be useful in adapting adult training areas.
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Programs could also experiment with the use of other non-BSEP
training facilities. Some existing GED programs have vocational
training facilities for auto, construction, and mechanics courses,
as well as regular traditional high school completion courses (Farr,
1978). Possibly some of these training sites can be shared by BSEP,
and MOS job-related basic skills could then be taught in an
appropriate work environment. If this proved effective, BSEP
facilities might adapt it as a learning center program alternative.
Farr (1978) a1so reported that BSEP and high school completion
programs are sharing facilities in a number of Army posts, although
with limited success.
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RECOMVENDATIONS

Program Goals and Objectives

The goal of BSEP II is to improve the functional literacy of
soldiers who have completed Basic Training, so that they have the
MOS Baseline Skills and Life Coping Skills (TRADOC, Appendix, F) to
reach proficiency in their specific MOSs. We therefore recommend
that MOS Baseline Skills and Life Coping Skills be defined in
behavioral terms by task analysis procedures for each MOS in which
the lack of functional literacy interferes with the MOS performance.

We also recommend that this task analysis be a joint effort of
*BSEP and MOS personnel, so that it can be determined whether a basic

skill or coping skill can best be presented by modifying specific
MOS procedures at the job site, through the use of short-term tutor-
ing or job aids; by formal off-the-job teaching; or by a combination
of both methods. This collaboration will also ensure currency of
information and feedback of performance which is required for
evaluation and revision.

We recommend that the terminal objective for each MOS be
identified, with a criterion performance measure which describes
minimally acceptable performance, and enabling objectives which
identify acceptable performance on the subtasks which lead to the
accomplishment of the terminal objective. For most MOS training,
the SQT appears to be the terminal objective, and in most cases,
BSEP training should relate to this objective.

Target Population

We recommend that the target population for BSEP include all
soldiers who are experiencing any difficulty in their MOS job which
results from inability to deal with MOS Baseline Skills or Life
Coping Skills. We therefore recommend that the BSEP program be
flexible, so that soldiers can receive remedial help as they need
it, and return to their MOS jobs when they have achieved mastery.
We reconnend that on-duty general literacy training based upon
norm-referenced tests be replaced by program entry and exit on an
as-needed basis, determined by a specific MOS criterion.

Curriculum

We recommend that curriculum content be modular, incorporate
learning strategies, and be developed on behavioral principles to
meet the criteria established by BSEP goals and objectives. We
recommend that BSEP curriculum materials provide instruction on
Baseline Skills and Life Coping Skills and present this, to the
extent feasible, by means of instructional strategies which do not

" rely primarily on reading and math skills.
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r Delivery Systems

We recommend that the BSEP modular curriculum be delivered by
simulations, role plays, and other experiential methods to the
extent possible, particularly when the criterion MOS performance is
a psychomotor skill.

-- We recommend that delivery systems provide continuous feedback
' .' to the learner and to the teacher, at sites where there are

teachers. We also recommend that peer teaching and proctoring be
made a part of the delivery system. Where sites are isolated and

. MOS supervisors cannot refer soldiers to BSEP teachers for
remediation, we recommend that self-instructional programs be
available and that pilot programs using microcomputers be
developed. In developing such programs, both MOS and BSEP personnel
should be involved, to be certain that the instruction developed
addresses MOS competency requirements and that evaluation reflects

.them.

'- We recommend that the Army investigate the possibility of
interacting with ongoing functional literacy programs in the
civilian sector, such as those identified in this paper, to share
experiences and research efforts; and that BSEP delivery systems
also encourage the involvement of the Army community in providing
speakers and other resources.

Personnel

We recommend that the Army make every effort to recruit and hire
better qualified teachers. The Army should also provide paid
comprehensive training for BSEP teachers to ensure that they
understand the program goals and know how to accomplish them. Since
teachers are often inexperienced and supervision is minimal, we
recommend that teachers be encouraged to use self-help strategies,
such as teacher centers. We recommend that the program develop an
ongoing teacher evaluation system such as clinical supervision to
give practical, immediately relevant assistance to teachers. We

- also recommend that sufficient orientation to the use of any new
curriculum materials, particularly computer or mediated, be given to

teachers who will be required to oversee and use them. We recommend
that BSEP personnel include administrative, support, and technical
staff appropriate to the size, type and location of each BSEP site.
We also recommend that BSEP investigate the use of new staffing
patterns and roles.

Facilities

We recommend that instruction be provided at the job site

whereever possible. Any off-site training facilities, whether they
are built for the program or are modified from existing areas
should be environmentally suited to adult learners, capable of
housing the delivery systems which are chosen for the particular
site, and flexible enough to accommodate a variety of activities.
We recommend that they resemble as little as possible the
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traditional high school classroom and that BSEP pilot programs
experiment with different locations for programs, to determine which
sites are most convenient for programs which involve MOS and BSEP
personnel on daily basis. Detailed guideliones on the off-site
training environment should be provided.
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APPENDIX A

SITES FROM WHICH

CURRICULUM MATERIALS

WERE RECEIVED

Curriculum materials or descriptions of any in use in BSEP II

Programs were received from the following sites:

Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland Japan/IX Corps (HQ, U.S.A.)

Ft. Benning, Georgia Ft. Knox, Kentucky

Ft. Bliss, Texas Ft. Lee, Virginia

Ft. Campbell, Kentucky Ft. Lewis, Washington

Ft. Davis, Canal Zone Ft. McClellan, Alabama

Ft. Dix, New Jersey Ft. Lesley J. McNair,
Washington, D.C.

Dugway Proving Ground
Dugway, Utah Ft. McPherson, Georgia

Eighth Army, Korea Ft. George G. Meade,
Maryland

Ft. Eustis, Virginia
Ft. Monroe, Virginia

Ft. Gordon, Georgia
Ft. Shafter, Georgia

Ft. Benjamin Harrison, Indiana
USAREUR ACES, Division HO

Ft. Hood, Texas
U.S. Military Academy

Ft. Sam Houston, Texas West Point, New York

Ft. Jackson, South Carolina
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APPENDIX B

LISTING OF THE MATERIALS FOR THE RECOMMENDED

INSTRUCTIONAL PACKAGE

*The following materials were recommended for inclusion in the BSEP II
* Instructional Package:

MATH MATERIALS

Big Bend Community College Teacher's Handbook: A Guide to Contracting

Teaching Strategies for Developing Military
Functional Literacy Vol. 1 - User's Guide
by Boston University

BSEP Map Reading Program Teacher's Manual by Big Bend Community College

BSEP Map Reading Program by Big Bend Community College

Teaching Strategies for Developing
Military Functional Literacy
Vol. 5 - Math/Problem Solving

Teaching Strategies for Developing
Military Functional Literacy
Vol. 6 - Interpreting Graphics

READING AND COMMUNICATION SKILLS MATERIALS

1. Ft. Dix BSEP

2. Big Bend Community College: Selected
Reading Packets

3. Teaching Strategies for Developinq
Military Functional Literacy.

Vol. 3 - Comprehension

4. Aberdeen Proving Ground - BSEP I

4 5. Ft. Jackson BSEP
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APPENDIX C

LETTER FROM COL. ANDERSON REQUESTING BSEP II CURRICULUM

UNCLASSIFIED

01 RR UUUU

NO

DA TAGO/TAGCZN WASHDC //DAA6-EDA//
CDR USATRADOC FT MONROE VA //ATAG-ED//

CINCUSAREUR HEIDELBERG GER //AEAGC-C//

CDR USAFORSCOM FT MCPHERSON GA //AGPR-PS-E//

CDR USADARCOM ALEX VA //DRCPT-MP/MR. FULLER//,

CDR USAINSCOM ARLINGTON VA //AOPS-PTR-T//

CDR USAMDU MASHDC //AMPE-PSE//

CDR USACC FT HUACHUCA AZ //CC-PA-PT//

CDR USAHSC FT SAM HOUSTON TX //HSPE-HD//

CDR TTC WASH //MTMC-PEM//

Ald 740 e

SUPERINTENDENT USMA WEST POINT NY //MAP E-//

CDR USARJ CP ZAMA JAPAN //GA-PSE//

CDR USA EIGHTH ARMY SEOUL KOREA //AJ-ACES//

UNCLAS

S BJECT: ARMY BASIC SXILLS EDUCATION PROGRAM C3SEPI CURRICULUM

A. REF, AR 621-45 W/CL 1, 2 AND 3; PARA 1-4,.2-6 AND 4-4.

9. REF1 LTR, TAGCEN, SUBJ: "BASIC SKILLS EDUCAT:ON PROGRAM (SEP}.,

27 EP 79.

MAJ ANDERS0NI/AAG-rDA/E)UCA7:ON ZR
37746/49/o ICT 7 "

R. E. BROWN, COL, S, D:RE:TOR OF EDUCATION
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UNCLASS:FIED

I. IN ORDER TO ASSESS CURRENT STATE OF THE ART :N THE DEVELOPMET

* OF FUNCTIONAL tJOB-RELATD} BSEP CURRICULUM, I IS ESSENTIAL THAT

A COPY OF ALL CURRICULA/PROGRAMS OF INSTRUCTION, TEXTS, AND Lr:SON

PLANS, INSTRUCTORS' NOTES, ETC., DEVELOPED SPECIFICALLY FOR

INSTRUCTION OF SOLDIERS IN SIEP II BE SUBMITTED TO HQDA {DAAG-EDAI.

2. REQUEST HQ, TRADOC PROVIDE A COMPLETE COPY OF ALL STRANDS WITH

MODULES Of AITPT.

3. REQUEST Hd USAREUR PROVIDE COPY OF ALL 'FUNCTIONAL CURRICULUM/

TESTING MATERZALS DEVELOPED IN CONJUNCTION WITH RECENT PILOT

PROGRAMS TO INCLUDE HEADSTART-ENGLISH.

4. REQUEST ALL MACOMS PROVIDE ANY CURRICULUM MATERZALS DEVELOPED

SPECIFICALLY TO SUPPORT SOLDIERS' CAREER PROGRESSION OR

DEVELOPMENT PROGRAJIS.

S. If COMMERCIAL COFF TEE EELF1 CURRICULU11, POI, LESSON PLANS

TEXTS, AUDZO-VISUAL ARE BEING USED, PLEASE PROVIDE COMPLETE ANNOTA'E

1BLZOGRAPSY, BUT NOT A COPY OF MATERIALS THEMSELVES UNLESS OF

SOME SPECIFIC FUNCTIONAL (JOB RELATED VALUE TO THE SOLDIERS.

6. IF MATERIALS SEING SENT ARE COPYRIGHTEDi OR DUPLICATION AND/OR

FURTHER DISTRIBUTION/USE IS PROHIBTE), THIS :NFORMATION UST BE

UNCLAZS:F:7E)
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UNCLASZIF:ED

03 03

NO

CLEARLY INDICATED ON EACH DOCUMENT WITH EACH PACE ANNOTATED IF

POSSIBLE. MATERIALS TO BE RETURNED TO THE SENDER MUST BE CLEARLY

MARKED.

7. REQUEST LOCAL LIBRARY/EDUCATION CENTER SEARCH BE CONDUCTED TO

DETERMINE AVAILABILITY OF A COMPLETE USAFI BASIC READING MATERIAL

"PRIVATE PETE" SERIES. IF LOCATED, PLEASE NOTIFY MAJ ANDERSON,

AUTOVON , 223-7748/7749 IMMEDIATELY.

6. ALL MATERIALS REQUESTED ABOVE WILL BE SENT TO HQDA CDAAS-EDA},

ATTN: MAJ ANDERSON, WASH DC 20314, NLT 31 OCT 74. THESE DOCUMENTS

VILL BE USED BY LAURENCE JOHNSON AND ASSOCIATES, UNDER CONTRACT WITH

ARMY RESEARCH INSTITUTE, TO REVIEW CURRENT STATE OF THE ART IN BASIC

SKILLS EDUCATION CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT AND TO GLEAN TtqE BEST AVAILA-

BLE IDEAS, TECHNIQUES AND "LESSONS LEARNED".

i___UNCLASSIF.E
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APPENDIX D AR 6214

aRMY R-G t-7"TON I EADQUARTEPS
DE A..,.N OF HE ARMY

No. 621--4 W.- NGToN, DCI Septembe r 97

EDUCATI ON

%RMY " CONT-NUNG EDUCATION SYSTEM1 (ACES)
BASIC SKILLS EDUCATION PROGRA_' (BSEP)

Effcie I July 1973 in accordance with congressional gudance.

U This i3 a new regulation. It outlines the phased implementation of a new Army educalion pro
gram. After a 15-month Army-wide evoluation process, the contenit of Mhi regulation will be
incorporated into AR 621-4 os an integral part of the ACES. Local limited supplementation of this
regulation i permitted. If supplements are issued, major Army commands will furnish one copy
of each to HQDA (DAAG-ED) WASH DC 20314.

CzA.rm 1. GENiEBAL
Purpos ..................................................................... I- i
Applicability ......................... . ............. ...... I-i
Stop* ....................................................................... 1-3 1-1
BSEP concept ............................................................... 1-4 1-1
Pogr s imp flmentation ..................................................... 1-4 1-2
Eniglish &3 a econd !anguage (SSL) .......................................... 1-6 1-2
Evalution .  .................................................. 1-T
Mh gschool completion pros-= ............................................... 1-8 1-2
Responsibilities ............................................................. 1-9 1-23
Ranourcs. ........................... ............................ 1-10 1-4

2. BSEP I IMPLXE.NTATION (To be published)

3. BSEP 1I 131PLEXENTATION
Purpos* ..................................................................... 3-1 3-1
Referra proeedure ......................................................... 3-2 3-1
Initial counseing ... ............ ..................................... 4 3-1
Prorg enrollment ..................................................... .. 34 3-
PMiaty atf enrollritnt ....................... 3-. 3-1
P gr=m lenmr.h and class siz ................................................. 3-6 3--1
Com. piecion cn- aria .......................................................... 3-2
CO.UnsIIa support ................ .................................. 3-8 3-2
DA Form 69 ................................................................ 3-9 3-2

4. GUID.%.SCE FOR DEVELOPMENT OF CONTRACT
S SPECIFICATIONS FOP. BS- II

-P"rpos ....................................................................... 4-1 4-I
Sc .pev ...on................................................................. 4-2 4-1
Applicability.......................................................... 4-3 4.1
sqeciacations......................................................... 4-44-

5. SSE? EVALUATION
Pir os* ..................................................................... 5-1
SE e alua io bje v .................................................. 5-2 5-i

E7-V ustion re c!ods ......................................................... $-4 $-1
E aluadon .sonsibil . ...... ...................................... 3

S. SZE? I. 31 P MEXAION (To 1e ubiishi)

*' .PtAPPvsc lx .6--arcsn L. age Caurt ...............................................
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I September 197$ AR 621--

CHAPTER I
a: GENERAL

1-1. Purrose. This regulation establishes the a. BSEP r (which is conducted under the aus
Basic Skldls Education Program (BSEP) as the pices of TRADOC during intitial training), pm
commander's primary on-duty education vdes soldiers with basic iteracy instuction
program for enlisted personnel. It sets respono reading and arithmetic through 5.0 grade level,
sibilities and outlines procedures for impte- measured by rhe Adult Basic Learning Elxca.a
menring this education program designed to de- tion (.ABLE). In addition, instruction will b

, velop educational competencies required for a provided soldiers lacking ability to speak, under
soldier's job performance, skill qualifications, stand, or read English as a second languag
and career S.owth (ESL). Referral into BSEP I is normally reserved

for soldiers in initial training who score below a
1-. Applicability. This regulation applies to all raw score of 19 in verbal and numerical concepts
members of the Active Army and members of the on the SelectA.BLE. However, troop command.
Army National Guard and Army Reserve on ini- ers within the t-aining base may refer soldiers
"ial active duty for tmning (ADT). having academic didficulties to the Amy Educa-

tion Center (AEC) for special counseling. If the
1-3. Scope. BSEP is to be implemented in three counselor determines a need for BSEP I, the
phases: BSEP I, BSEP II, and BSEP III. This soldier will be permitted to enroll.
regulation focuses on BSEP II implementation; p des foundation instruction to
however, it outlines BSEP in its, entirety since
eh phase interlocks to form a continuum for raise general educational competencies (princi-
tpally language and computational sldfls) to a 9.0the soldier's career growth. Implementation grade level as measured by ABLE II. Soldie
guidance for BSEP III will be added to this reg- are normally identied as potentially eligible for

ulation during October 1978 to be effective I areP II inotl ucion in three ways:

January 1979.
(1) Referals based on GT scores. During

1-4. BSEP concept. BSEP will develop job- inprocessing at permanent duty stations, sol-
rela:ed educational skills from soldiers' entry diers who have a GT score of less than 90 are
into active service through their completion of identifed for referral within 60 days.
the Advanced Course, Noncommissioned Ot- (2) Unit commander referrals. These are
cers Education System (NCOES). This para- based on supervisor's assessment or on volun-
graph gives an overview of each phase. Figures tary requests by soldiers.
1-1 and 1-2 provide schematic flow charts
-howing how three phases interlock. Chapters 2, sco reiia. inrmm re frred who3, and 6 give spea procedures for BSE?=3 1, 1I, score less thin minirnum required "for -ditar7,

ad vp c c fr.I occupational skill (DOS) verification on skill
and II implementation. As a command prog r tes (SQ) a repored on the ndi-
BSEP will be integrated into education plans vidual Soldier's Repo (S). P3rp orit n consid-

and master tiing schedules. It will be con-gven o hose soldiers whose re-
ducted duraing normal duty hours at no cost to tenrion wi in he bes ,ter es of the .my, as

participants. Formal entr7 into BSEP depends determied by the commander, but .ho aLr as

on the cotmander's decision, made after Coordi-
nation _ e ACS ~- jeopardy of being ed~iraced 4om active du--.

cer (ESO) and discuSion with :he soldier. A c. EZEP I1 provides !Unctional :.-strcnon :a
ri'nciF -onsideration in selecting participants raise speciffc educational competencies r.'ed

should be that soliders are willing to learn and to 'YIOS task requirements. Lmmediate .ob zer-
use basic educationall i productively in the formance, or caro- growth. Instruc::on in
( rmy. BSEP II is beyond "he scope of the foundation

i-9
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" BS.? Ip phase and will include development of BLE, ABLE I, ABLE II wil be used as the
*i~i specifc educational skdlls needed for advance- standard diag2nostic ins=nments to ident the

menc beyond grade E-5, MOS skill level .2. educational skills that must be reLnforced by
" Completion of BSEP II is not a prerequisite for participation in BSEP's I and II. The English

participation in functional instruction; however, comprehension level (ECL) examination will be
an adequate foundation in basic sklls is always used as the standard measurement inst-ument to
desirable. Although implementation guidance for identify students' level of comprehension in us-

? IBSE I will not be issued until October 1918, tening and reading.
commanders will continue using existing XdOS-
related skill development instruction current.y 1-6. English as a second language (ESL). ESL
provided through ACES. instraction will be an integral part of BSEP and

based on the course materials provided for this
d. BSEP pro gram reqsiuinents. An AEC purpose by the Defense Language Institute,

counselor evaluation will be given to the unit English Language Center (DLIELC). (See ap-
commander to include whether or not the soldier pendix and AR 350-20.) Tbis insa trion will be
is elgible and motivated for BSEP. If enrolled, made available to all soldiers for whom English
the soldier will receive specific remedial instruc- is not the first or native language and who score
tion during normal duty time. The schedule for below T0 on the English comprehension level
enrollment and participation will be mutually ar- (ECL) examination. The appendix gives detailed
ranged between the unit commander and the information for ESO's.
ESO. The flow chart in figure 1-2 shows each
step of the process leading to BSEP II comple- 1-7. Evaluation. A comprehensive evaluation
doff, i.e., scoring above 9.0 on four tests (vocab- will be conducted during BSEPs first 15 months
ulary, reading, spelling, mathematics) of the of implementation (July 1978-September 1979).
alternate form of the ABLE Level II. These Data will be collected and reports submitted as
competency levels are needed by soldiers in outlined in chapters 2 and 5. The objective is to
MOS skdil levels .10 and .20 to perform required Mgure the tfectiveness and benefts of BSEP,
tasks effectively. Rarticularly in regard to soldiers' ob perform-

ance and test se'gro 2, d' in hapter 5.
1-5. Program Implementation. a. BSEP II will Aaiustments will be made to the p. lrram based
be established on or about I July 198 at all in- i U h ' : ,2ht.ti=. To assist with
stallations and communities having an AEC *or the evaluation of BSEP, a Copy i,), nwi,,,.

subcente:. Lo W- arrangements will be made for nate installationlcommunity DA Form 1E21
soldiers at remote activities. BSEP I will be im- (ArnCo.nuin Education System (ACS)
plemented at all installations conducting ad- (S AG 231 (-1 wil he !ny.v._Jd t9 HQ A

vanced individual training. (AI'T), One-station DAAG-ED) WASH DC 20314, in conjunction
unit training (OSUT), or two-station unit rning wE . M'.C0 s quarter.y consolidation beginning
(TSUT)-phase II, on or about 1 Jy 9 with 4th Quarter, Fiscal Year 1978.

6. BSEP instruction will be based on the 1-. High school completion program. Effec-
English language and educational needs of the tive 1 July 1978, educational courses taught
soiliders at spec:2c installations or communities, solely to provide soldiers the oppor.unity to
Although the type and quantiy of" instuction meet State requirements for high school gradua-
wll vary rom one location to another, it must be tion (either diploma or equivalency cerif-cate)
consistent with the criteria in chapters 2 and 3 will be conducted after normal duty hours. Par.
and :he contracting specifcaon Mn chapter 4. ticipants wil be author.ed Axmy tuition asiist-
T.is regulation requires that BSEP II be avail- ance (75 per-cent). Counseling w.thin 3SEP wiji
able to enlisted personnel in all commands. encourmge nonhiigh school grmduates o :ake the

Effetiv 1 uly197, cmooent ofthe GED ').est to .;uaiif'j for a State-issued GED high
c. E coeIJu-1", cmoetOfte school equaivalency certificate when diainostic

Adult Basic Learning Examination (Selec.A.- testing, coupled wih oX-dt Y:ecne nh~
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* . I Sept mber 198 .43 621-(: school courses. as necessary, indicates probabil- (1) Integrate BSEP with educational pr

ity Of success. Nonhigh school graduates who V-ams and training directives.
are interested in achieving a diploma will be (2) .Alocate manpower resources and U.In

counseled on available oppor-unities and encour- provided by HQDA in the program budgq
aged to participate in the Aimy-sponsored off- r-dance (PBG) o support BSEP.

duy high se o me .on progsm. (3) Ensure uniform foundation (BSEP I

instruction is available to enlisted personnel
their commands.

1-9. Reponsibillties. a. The Adjutant General (4) Proid a summary repor to HQD
has .A6=y Staff responsibility for policy, i- (DAG-ED) W.A-H DC 20314 concergU=
plementaion, and evaluation of BSEP. plementation of BSEP in conjunction with su

b. CG, MILPERCEN, will establish proce- mission of DA For= 1821, in accordance wir
dure whereby local miliury personnel offices chapter 5.
(ILPO) wil provide .installation and comUa- (3) Conduct a comprehensive evaluaton
nity ESO with. BSEP in accordance with chapter 5. Results

(1) Listing of SQT results and, this evaluation ar, due to HQDA (DAAG-EE
(9) Lig of GT som of all personnel as- Tot later tn 1 July 1979.

signed to that l o f. Insalton and communityo a
Insalltio an comuntycommander

c. CG, TRADOC, wi-
(1) Conduct BSEP I during the intial entry (1) Prepare and implement BSEP as part

training cycle and collect data for BSEP I master training schedules based on asessmen
7, evaluation, of command requirements.

(2) Identify and update the educational (2) Ensure adequate funds, faCilities, pe

Mn wan ( needed by soldiers to becm pro- sonnel, and equipment are available and used fo
, ciment in their MOS. BSEP (principally a XACOM function in overso,

(3) Establish procedures which will permito
use of the ISR containing SQT results by Educa- (3) .aTpnmoS through the ESO for the d e
tion Cemer staff personnel to improve educa- velopmenrt of SEP II instucion, specifian h om
tdonal sidkls which, in turn, will increase biOS appropriate to unit mission, and through thi
profciency. contracting officer for the development of con-

tracts consistent with chapter 4. (Contracting
d. Commandant, DLIELC, in accordance with with educational institutions in oversel

A& 30-40, will- commands will be in accordance with XACON1

(1) Review, Identify, and advise on suitable directives.).
instructional materials for speaking, listening (4) Identify (through use of the AEC s t f
comprehension, reading, and writing s'kil bul- soldiers potentially eligible for BSZP I withir
den for soldiers whose frst language is other 60 days after arrival at the permanent dut)
than Enlish. station.

(.) Provide American Lanspi Courz in- (5) Provide professional educadon Euidanco
sMuctonal M .aterials. and testing services, and MOS library an€

(3) Conduct, under the auspices of HQDA, learning center facilities 0ssenta for BS E
evaluation of nonresident Eaglish language in- (6) Evaluate BSEP Ln :erms of enhancement
strueon. Additionally, at the request of -QDA of MOS prorlciency and qualifcaions for ad.
(DAAG-EDA), DL LC will conduct onsits ;i- vancement.
its to ensure quality control and provide teehni- (7 Ensure-at those t33's contair'-ni S7
cal guidance and assist= c in coordination with results for soldiers who ai :o -,'enT :iS i

.ACOM directors of education. forwarded :o t:he servicing A.Z-C on 2 :..er

( e. XACOM commanders will- basis.
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. nit commanders wil- terals, wMil be obtained on a temporary basis
(1) Refer potentially eligible members of .. om participating unica.

" their m com.and to servicig A.EC for diagosti c. AEC faclties, inciuding MOS Ubrares,

:esun; and BSEP cunseiing. earig centers, and ocher A -.ry ins c:'or.ai
(2) Ensure that personnel eligible for BSEP material resources, will be used .ly in the con-

in sceSduied with the AEC for ixstraction as duet of BSEP so that contract costs with civilan
K! appropriat. educational institutions may be mini ed.

1-10. Resources. a. BSEP will be operated d. BSEP II instruction in educational skiUs
witbh bgt w7 lUmit of" Progrm Element.  will be contracted with acredited educationalinstiutions in accordance with A.y procures-
8'- 79 Zxpeadirues will be reported as fol-los: BSEP i--8T9132.11000; BSEP io- ment regulations. Ewxeptions will be approved
oonly at M COM or higher level. BSEP I istuc-
V89-32.130; American Language Course- ton may be conducted by contract with an edu-

81W7.40000; and BSEP UIf-8 2.21 (pend. cational institution, or by instruction obtained
ing change. to AR 37-100-XX. through nonpersonal services contracts, as spec-

b. Equipment and instructional materials as- ided in Army procurement procedures, on an as-
soasted with specifc MOS knowledge and skils, needed basis. Chapter 4 COntaiDs specXc Wnor-
but not normally a part of AEC instructional ma- mation regarding BSEP contracts.

'p

-'
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CHAP R 3

BSEP II IMPLEMENTATION

' 3-1. Purpose. This chapter outlines imple- possible foundation educztion def .!ency, or if a
merting procedures for h:e foundation phase of soldier has a GT score ofeos than 90, the soldier
the BSEP, which is designated to raise educa- will be given :he reading and anr.imeic tests of
tioa compecencies (principally language and ABLE II. If measured below 9.0 grade level oan
cmputatonal slk~s) to a 9.0 grade level. Thas either, the soldier wll be counseled on enroU-
general compeecy level is needed by soldiers in ment into BSEP II. The vocabulary and spelling
XOS slal levels .10 and .20 to perform required tests of ABLE II will then be given for diagnoa-
,asio effectvely. (MO-specifc competencis will tic and placement purposes. Results will be
be taught in BSEP IIL) analyzed by the counselor who ;vM recommend

instmz-ction for that pamicu soldier. Soldiers
3-2. Referral procedures. Soldiers entering with a 9.0 grade level or above will be counseled
BSEP II are normally referred in three ways- into an educational program that fits theiri a. Referputi buod on GT scome. Soldiers in- needs.
processing through the .kEC at their permanent
duty station who have less than a 90 GT score 3-4. Proram enrollment. EUS*I* soldiers will
wil be reerred to an educational counselor for be enrolled in BSEP II in accordance with spe-
posslble entry into BSEP II. Personnel listing s, cific instructional needs. BSEP wil be inte-
provided by the local MILPO, showing GT grated into master training schedules so that
scores of all personnel assiped to the commad soldiers will be released to pardicipate on a reg-
will be used by counselors to help Identify poton- ulirly scheduled basis. Instruction will be con-
tially eligible BSEP II participants. ducted during normal duty hours.

b. Comma"d r es-a. Unit commanders wil 3-5. Priority of enrollment. Priorities of en-
refer soldiers to the Installation and community o Ulsted below in descending order, will
AEC for counseling on entry into BSEP. Com- be used in scheduling soldiers who need founda-
mand referrals may stem from supervisor as- tion instruct:on
sesments or from soldiers who recog.dze their
own educational deficiencies and voluniarily re- a. Soldiers with high reenlistment potential.
quest entry into BSEP. b. Soldiers with high leadership and promo-

c. SQT refe mls. Soldiers scoring below the tion potential.
minimm required for verification of XOS will c. Soliers who need BSEP to meet current
be referred by their commanders to AEC for MOS and job reqirem"t.
counseling on possible educational deficiencies.
The ISR given to the ESO will alert AEC saff d. Soldiers desiring to raise t!e Armed Ser.-
of personnel in need of referral. tSR's will be es Voatonal Aptitude Bacerry (ASVA3) score
analyzed by AEC suff to help determine poeui. to qualif fto different XOS or Army school.
"he educaten deficiencies and the appropriste• educational skll in need of raindoretment. 3-4. Prga length and cis" six*. a. Par-

Sticipant's progres wil be -monitored for all --n-
3-3. Initial counseling procedures. Educs:ion struction. If the soldier I. not completed t e
counselors will discs with rofrred soldiers program after 240 classroom -ours of instr.c-their educational background, problems encoun- tion, an evaluation will be made by the :ea.er

tered on the job, par'dc"larty in accomplishing n 'coordination wi:h the ESO and "nit c'"i-
XOS-related :asks, and specific educational mnander) on continuation in the program. I" i
needs and objec ives. L0 :he counselor identifies a participant is progressing : a suceess '.*.

3-1
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achievement ruze, curtnuation in the progr-. the program. Any .reg - rities in attendance.
mna.y be tzahorizod, if not, enrollment will be discipline, or expected achievemens n er=,ng
termated. will be resolved :hrough counseling, when possi-

"br. Opt classroom par-t.cipain is 4 hoJ ble. If irregularities continue. soldiers may be
S pe day. disenroiled and returned to their units w'ith ap-

propriace unsatisfactory report submitted toe. Class size will range 'om 10 to 20 sudencs their unit commander.to make individuaized instruction possible.:6 A..fter Successfful completion of" BSEP II
C i c a i mend-of-program testing, soldiers will again re-

3-7.Completion criteria. Service members ceive Counseling on possible-
achieving a 9.0 grade level or above on each of(1 nritof-dy ghSoiCmpethe four tess of the alternate form of the A.3LE (1 Enu' into of-duty High School Comple-",II P have completedro (if nonhih-soi grua).
11 prticipasu who initially scored higher than (2) Administration of the GED Test for a
9.0 grscl level on one or more of the four tests State-issued GED High School Equivalency Cer-
may be exused from retaling the alternate form tificzae (f nonhigh-schooi graduate).
of those speific teats.) The ASVAB wMl, as ap. (3) Participation in other career develop-propriace. be readministered to upgrade the ment education programs as appropriate.A soldier's GT score.

: nlgt 3-9. DA Form 669. Elgibility for BSEP and ac-
3-. Counselin support. t. In addition to tions taken regarding BSEP em'ollment will be
preenrolment counseling, service members en- reorded on the soldier's DA Form 669, (Educa-
rolled in BSEP 11 will be counseled tluhoughou ional Development Record).

-.4
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( CHEAPTER 4
G=DNCE FOR DEYELOPMENT OF CONTRACT SPECIFICATION'S

FOR BSEP II

4-1. Purpo.. This chapter provides guidance in tion instruction) objecive is to reduce educa-
the development of specdcatons for contracts onal deficiencies that affect soldiers' abilities to
or memorandums of undersanding (XOU) with perform military duties or to verif. tieir 11OS,
educatonal inuaidons that offer foundation in- or that impair professional development and
struction (ESEP II). It Is intended to serve as a career advance=ent.
basic framework for activities to use when coor- . Progmnwntent. ESEP U will include in-
dinating with the contacting oficer on BSEP I struc*ion to achieve these objectives-
3P*CifiCatzns.

(1) Basic reading skills needed to read to a
4-2. Scope. The specifications must be in minimum 9.0 grade level as measured by theadequate detail to ensure that institutions sub. ABLE II reading test and to apply tese skillsmitting bids can accurately determine the re- to job-related publications, (e.g., soldiers, tech-

sources of manpower and costs required to de- ial, and field manuals). Instruction will include
veolp cr .iculums, conduct inst-uctM, amister word attack skills, phonics, structural word
activities, evaluate student progress, and submit analysis and recognition, and reading and lis-
reports for a program of instruction that will tening comprehension. A portion of this instruc-
achieve the BSEP tI objectives. tion will also be devoted to selected readings in

materials emphasizing fundamentals of team-
( 4-3. Applicability. This guidance is applicable work and leadership, responsibilities of the

to all commands and installations that have a citizen-soldier, foundations of American culture,
continuing need for BSEP II. and the role of a well-L-ained soldier in world

affairs.
4-4. Speciflcations. The following elements, as (2) Computational and related skills to in-
applicable, will be included in the specifcations clude addition, subtraction, multiplication and
for the BSEP IU- division of whole numbers, fractons and deci-

a. Progm= description. BSEP II (foundation) mals; use of percentages, mastery of the metric
instruction reinforces and develops bsic educa, system in measuring weights, len0ths, and
tional skills required in most militar7 occupa. capacity, computarion of averges, measurement
tonal specialties. bsictin will be designed to of lines and angles; interpretation of line, bar,

-onable soldiers to mater basic eductin skills and circular graphs; interpretation of tabular
at or above the 9.0 grade level as measured data; ability to make scale conver.ions, liear
by-vocabulary, reading, spelling, and arithre angular measurement, and determine grid coor-
tic tests of the Adult Basi Learning ExZmins dnates as applied to map reading and ocher di-
dion Level IU (ABLE U). Participants enrolled in rectional skills (e.g., compass reading); and use
the American Language Corse r expected to of arithmetic in consumer problems as encoun-
achieve greter ta a TO standard score on the ored in personal budgetin, checkbook balanc-
English comprehension level (ECL) examina. ing, comparative shopping for food, housing. au-
tion after completion of foundation instruacton. tomobiles, !oans, insurance, etc.

astery of in-'ctionl material outlined below, (3) Basic writing skills include -uic .-aes
not measured by :he ABLE II or the ECL exa- for capitaliation, punctuacon. spe.ing, 3en-

t.on wl be determined by !ocaily developing tenct and a .rh st uct-re, and their appi-
testing and evaiuadag procedures, cation to Militar.? wMrenW.

b. Progm obective. The BSEP 11 (ounda- (4) F'.damentals of speacing .nd U=ening

4-1
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CHAPTER 5
BSEP EYALLATION

5-1. Pur;o. BS-?s 1 and 11 wT be !eld-tested Sheet', fflgre 5-2, and ocher availabie da-a
,rm 1 Juiy 1978 :o 2 july 1979. T'is chapter sources.
set forth general gmidance for the conduct of the (2) In conjunction with HQ T'RADOC,

. ESEP I evaluation. I t establishes procedures evaluate 3SEP I using data collected 33 outlned
and schedules for data colle-tion in support of in ciapter 2 and ocher vrai!abie data sources.
the BSEP I evaluation to be conducted by In Co( Wth DLLELC, evaiua,
'HQDA (DA.G-.Efl). the e!fetiveness of the English as a second

;: language component of BSZP.

5-2L BSEP evaluation objectives. Evaluationcuon fBSP
objectives are to- o (4) Provide findings and guidance to

.MCOM on BSEP implementation.
a. Determine the effectiveness of BSEP in (5) Coordinate with MILPERCEN to obta in

.mprovng soldiers' -ob-related educdonal com- 'al Bp ys
Pet n"es, bnmedlaze job performance, mitary
s1dl qual ficaons, education level, and potential b. CG, TRADOC, will collect and analyze data
for advancement. on the effectiveness of BSZP I conducted within

the training base using data collection proce-/ b. Facilitate a cos*% benefit analysis of BSEP. dures outlined in chapter 2. An lm-crocess re-
c. Adjust or correct the program format as view (IPR) outlin-ing implementation status of

necessary. BSEP I is due EQDA (D.A-AG-ED) WASH DC
20314, 15 January 1979. A fnal comprehensive

d. Deter=ine the best methods for instruc- evaluation report is due to HQDA (D.A_-ED),
ton, testing, and cowioeling within BSEP. 2 July 1979. The July 1979 fnal report suspense

o. Be-ter define basic skill defIciencies of is essential for the preparation of the FY 81
.' !

Army enMstees. Budges and FY 82 Progrm Objective Mentorn-
* . dum (PON). It will contsin, but is not. li.ited to,

.Evaluation methods. Evaluation of a command appraisal on effectiveness of BSEP I
.s EIladt11 io inmthods valatio of and action being taken to improve BSEP. Re-

., ~ B s E land II wil include a varety of mess- ur en Co c'[ y b lf rB E I .e-rs

"lments and analyses. BSEP participants, w. quirements Control Symbol for BSE I reports

be compared with nonparticipants using indi- tsRCS AG-S0.
ridual data. Summary data will be githerd. and c. 3ACO's wi-
evaluated to isolate trends and-refine policy and (Provide HQDA (DAAG-ED), effec:;e fatn'h
Procedures. Commander3' comments and ap- quarter 'Y 73, installation DA For . 1521
praisals will be requested periodically. HQDA ports as inclosures to consolidated iAC0Qspecial BSZ? survey,, under the control of s Narn2ve comments will aceom-
! L.ULPERCZ.N, are planned. There will also be a pan the iL4CO.I and instllon sun'.issior as
,ar:'rve tn.uc " the va.ue of BSZ? as per- fo-lows:
ceived by commanders. T'he -eor-. will also con- (a) Problems excerienced in 3SE? !I i.-

. seati.di on :he --oop popula:ion eigiboie to i n".. -piemen=_"on.

*. a-.c.e (5) Chances n 'soidier' job :e.'anc*
as a result of BSEP 1I .art:-icipation. (7ho.e;. 2 -

,-4. Evaluation responsibilities, a. The Ad- ZraisaLs "should be .rouested froi. 2n u: .-
'u w!7- r e-m -_vi.,e ad ky NCO's.)

(2 ZVaiua:e 3BE? I! tsing .aa colected (c) Recam.enda.:ons regmrdi-. 3SE? U
:. (, om DA .orm "2-l- (3Z-E? T" :-a Code i-.perner ation .nd 0 er-gtion.
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PC ESO CODES

TRAOC DARCOM.
-Q k.ZC.F 4o., VAa 001 EQ. D. iCOx4 A;.zdi VA C 1W
--us 'A A 002 Aberdien ?P.ng Geound,!M 10
it nnaing. G.& A, 003 US km~zy Support Cantor, Gai&C.-7, !L C L02

Ft *Mai. TZ4A004 Y== ?-*Vint Gr~wid. AZ C 103
L'US Dirdimau7 Bsar-=. Ft Laavenworh. IS A 006 Dugway Proving Ground. Durway. UT C 104
T. Gordon. GA A 006 SenecaArmay Depot, Rotnuiuce. MY C 106

?-. Sill OX A 001 Edgvwood A.-Seftal, vZdgtwod. H:) C 106
"Ma*,TM-*a*a amonc A.C ,A 009 Wbit. San'ds 3fi. ?antgs. Nx. C 107

t: Jackson. SC A 010 US A..-my TACOX Support Akccity, SoIfridge
New Cmbtz's=d Armzy Deport, Now Cazzbr. U, C 108

land. ?A A Oil MLaroe%=)Depo. La-.~ C I"
US Aj-y Depot T.obyhzztna, ?A A, 012 Ft Monmouth, NJ C 110
IC 3.ivair, VA A 013 Redstone Azzonai, AL C ill1
Pt3njumin Hunrion, LN A 014

&Q18sI Baruk, Car~ial*, PA A 015 MSCOM
Fb. Story, VA A 016 Are.iiV.4n 34l Station. zx~ligtoo VA D IZ
Via: EM1 Far=n Staoo. Warruneon. V.A. (Lzscoi) A 017 C

Fort a. Nde 4flw Capnnill ?A A 01 tuwhua zEI

Ft Imm XT A 019 FtRlc a AZ E ISO
Ft Loavenworth. 13 A M :R', 3
Fb. Los, VA A 021 MT1
F'. Mcclellan. AL A 0't2 Oakland Army Ea"e, Oakland, CA F 133
F'. Xonr*e, VA A 023
F t lukr LA 024 TSMA. West Point., NY
Ft Dix. NJAM USML, WestPNint, NY G 140
Ft Ldona-d Wood, YO A 026

FORSOM Q. LS .=r'JpanH 141
EQ, FORS4.0M. Ft XcPhorsoa, GA 3050 U ryM:3ncapZa Japan H 1-42
193d WmanL-7 Brie. CnlZan* B 051 US Army Gar1on, Okaw. H3143
US Army Garison. Ft Bucisnan. Pterto P-1c* 3 052
4th 1nfzaa7 Division (Mock) & Ft CAZ-500. NOREA,

Fbt Canon. CO 3052 EQ, Eighth US Army J1145
Ft Hamiton. Brooklyn NT B 054 2d Infantry Divison. Eajit CamP Cafty .1 146
Ft SaM Houson, TX BO05 West Camp Casey J 147

*1724 Ifinay Brigade, AK 3 058 Camp Haoy 14
US Az SupportCamczand. ZI .3061 C~p Sanley .149

MVIN Airborne Corps & ?t 3z. iTb 3rA, -NC .3068 Camp Huw" J 30
.10sc Airborne Divion (AASLT) & Ft Camnp Gfvzavq 3 151

CamPbeU, AXY 3069 US Armny Gar.-Jon. Ames j3 152-
F. Devvse. MA 30630 US Arm.-y Car-:on, Taeguz 3153
M ICor~ oh! Hod.FWOW. TX 3 041 Camp CAnoLA.ny Dec 1 154
9th tWL Wny7DiFt iw is. Ft L *i,WA 3062 US .4my Gsr:son. ?asian J3156
To. Goorp G Xood. un 3063 4th CS Arnny Xawii 1~nd CapPa.36S

PrsdiSa~n dacsco.CA 3064 Camp Long J 157

3Ft46 US Ar 13 3066 VS.Youmpsn 3 t9
Ft Mbrdn tL -)A48 I Cafroa Spedu1 Troops' Cam ?44d C'oud .SO5
FStswarn, :;A 3 041 C&amo H'alfnu,~'u

*FOrn. CA 3 069 !z.de CAMP Ca"sY j 163
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MOW .4aidermon 3arm-cca. ex.%sieh x 2405
=Q, Mw' --b Mc~air, O C *41 iS 0 S.3ati- M :d-ta214

x~'y?. 71, x :31 Splaalds.ion .kiz 34. 112.48
Pmntacan4 WAB.k C" X 182 CaK~~~s ausrne. Car-~adt 1249

IS Shos .re. But::ac.h x 250

US A4rmy :Rsslth Servic* C~wimand, L1SOors Xmre --SA -X
?.SmRucnTXL10 Colemfan Kmeare. Gtinhiwen' x__-

Walter 3... Armyi '.dica1 CanteLt3r-k3 Xi 5
WA5S.SE DC L 191 aly 3.ac. ar. Wjcwrne x1 z

11iiimos Army M~adi-I~ Canter, Denver, CO L. 132 US 7t eP-% EwiW IfCOO 11-56
VSAz-my Gar-.:u, Ft Deot,;k. VF-w rck. XD L 1.4 ?,mili=? ?Ost '25,

MVSU~LR 51t-Nu Air Base '4258
3r~morhava ?o.A. Bremzg~',n x 201 34b.nhausan K.Lserrn. Babnlausmn '42M
Wobeck Vot. BSC USA WA.?, Schooin.a x42M2 1.fl0y 3ar-Wc%. 034rm~dt If250
H'Q USA3ELM Lar. Lab, Saidelberg '42= Amnex A. F-ankf.-: x 251
Kaoaaan 3VarmCk3. Voplwen, &JlAaazaLIM Mf 2z Camp K:41 Obers.50 11262
Norzh PoiA:, Schoen~born '42A05 MNalr Kasrne, Lroeh~ M 2S3
P=t 3azrJ":1 Zvidoibej-x '2w Drake Edwur-s Kuone~, F~ar~nVL 14
Army Depot, Msa. X=20 Downm Ba.me:'U, Fulds, x 255
Snmisy Barnuxu. Kaz:-nrahe .M 208 Gibbs Ka~erne, Fmnezn 111S
5523d Az.-11.rv Grmzp. Soopl x 209 ar aca BzSd :orsfeld 21267
23AL1A AzriIlary Group, Flensbiurg X 210 Axmy, Dopot. Giessen 21258
US A.-my 11oapitaL. Haidoibo-g x 211 A.- C. Eoheftfeis X2:59

Tompwu~ 3ar.icxa, Schwcige* X 213 Badenerhiot Kmesrne. Heilbronn 271
US &rmy Rospitia, Landau X21214 McGraw Kzaerne. Xunicb 2?7
Gvrmzwd13arscks. XKw.3r~bQ 5 'NS2olson Barracks, Neu M~m M?
Younvan sern, Cai!irah* x 215 Sch Anrmllorr Group, Buere1 x4 r.4
Staliuz arm Mzthoim x 21' 1 ay Barracks, 17redberirI M?75
r=#r=~ lfiitry ?034, V'C-= Italy X4 2.3 F*,Qr Kas~r-!*. Aichaitlanbu-1 U2 2'?6
Sc!% Log Comnrand. Camp Dazby. tLivor. Italy 2z[ 213 Ready 3armic-ks. Ajchafe:urj .112"
ATFSOUT3. Camp Sagnail, NJaples, tl~y x 010 Sheridan Xasorrt. Aug'sburg x 2"3
TUSLOG Dot 57. CaklcU1ki, Thrksy )f 221 ?.us. Bar.racks, Augsburg If '27 9
Ar~wery Ka~wrie. NekAuim X4 22 Vint Kaiserie. Bad Toolz I '230
Surck Ear.-cke. Mesbi x = 18th USA.A F**id Station, Bad A!.-Ucg 11231
Army Deot. G~r.rshaiM 542=4 VWtUia O'Darby jKasor. Fout x =5
Taylor 3arru. '4annhtimx 5420 Mrmzl Sarac3, Nuornbort If 2.
AE.C, ?Uva.4az, Roilard x 9-n Monteith Barn'ac.1%3 Feur-h If 24

7rnbasy A.nex. PRms, Italy xM= NurnerZ Stixkade, '226
TUSL.OG Dot 4, Sixop, Turkey XM ~ 57Qth L~-jll#*- Grouzp, F-aadar'."4uensa:1 '23-9

Li~~~~~~UX ArttUor Bru.A ~ G.e 40 *.a ar.-XiC3. Giessen f1 =4

isa 4mi.Xzai-Sadhoen X10 Cook* 3ar.-wks. G%)ipqir~jwn 1 250
.u rjXaa,.rn., Z4rreckon 7d 3 ? A.4y 'LfAre. Gc~enwo~hr 2921

"pni3~5anhi 10 th A"C, V-1130-:4 '299
rMUSCfforhoo Ji4S!r. X&.t =30 ~ d amic.~~t 2 2
,axziruen jj.'-e. W=As54 Stazth ar. Acae.m,'42
N3ic/ Caaur.. 3aa w ,cs2407 Gae .:Aqre. 2129
0D Sawu4 3u-mcks. 3acx.o~d~r 221203 72ai Cesrn. Au~sburl 2
f(.r.S. . 4sa.;3:ion 529 GAbiftVIP A-.V %2bU.-j !1 -3?7
:SA3?.Stcgw .. a~-adc 1n L- aQeai 5240 P'o2newr .aaer%*. -.Zru 219

L.*:y :4?9C. 7'-AbC h X 243 .A-ry Air Fid. 7jn 224,0

fuenaswr K"*r-o. lfus-flscar X 246 a.. ou jr-.~22 2
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APPENDIX E

TR..ZDOC Re;-:

D04..t,'"'.T OF T. A.Y

-AtArTL .4TDSAE A.'YTIIG A ;o DCT3ITNE COOMAA.
Fort Monroe, Virginia 23651

TRADOC Regulation 25 Februatry 1980
No 621-1

Education
BASIC SKILLS EDUCATION PROGR-aY CU.RICULUM DEflEMT PROJET

Supplenentation of this regulation is prohibited unless
specifically approved by HQ TRADOC.

Paragraph Page

Pupos ............... 0 .......................... 1
Aplica i li y.........................2.Concep ................. .... ............ 3 1

General ............................................... 4 2

Responsibilities ............................ . ... 5 3
Priorities ................. .. 6 4
Resources ............................. . ........ 4

Appendix A. LPL-.--TATION OF A.TMY CONTINUING EDUCATION
POLICY AND RECCMM--.DATIONS PLAN ......................... 5

B. FUNCTIONAL BASIC SKILLS EDUCATION PROGRAM-
SUBPROGRA.M DEFINITIONS .................. s... ............. 30

C. TmITATIVE ALLOCATION OF RESOURCES SUPPORTING THE
BSEP REFINDIT PROJECT ............... .............. 31

1. Pur ose. This regulation prescribes the policies and procedures for
redesigning the Basic Skills Education Program (BSE? ) as desc:ibed in EQDA
letter, DAAG-ED, Implementation of Army Continuing Education Policy and
Recz endations Plan, 18 Jan 80 (app A).

2. ,oolicabilty. These policies and procedures are applicable to the
TR.ACC staff and are provided to training and school center co...andes fo
planning.

" 3. Concevt. The existing Basic Skills Education Proaram, a major
: €c...---onent of the Army Continuing Education System (ACES), will be

r redesigned during the next 5 years. The redesigned BSEP will provide
soldiers educational skills needed to be awarded an '.OS and to'progress

th:uc~h an Army career in that specialty. The redesicned 3BS.5 will be

-" ".aught in two phases and will include four subprogs with sum ort.n:
..ni.um c et.ency tests and curcicu1. to .pravide solders "
oppcctuni-y to develop the following sk4ls--
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a. MOS baseline.

b. Learning strategy.

c. Military life coping.

d. English-as-a-Second-Language.

(See appendix B for definitions.)

4. General.

a. The ESE? Curriculum Development Project will be developed with

contractor assistance and include a learning analysis of each MOS author-
ized a density of 200 or more to identify the baseline skills needed in
order to be trained in the MOS. Where these skills are common to more than
one, MOS clusters will be developed. A standardized training package will
be prepared for each BSE. skill to be taught. The training package will
consist of diagnostic tests; training modules that are user oriented and
designed for use by individuals or in group-paced training sessions;
soldier guides; trainer guides; trainer training guides, if needed; a
management plan for the implementation of the package and, as identified,
assessment tests. To the extent possible, current Army training literature
will be used for instructional purposes.

b. The first phase of the redesigned program (BSEP I) will be inte-
grated with initial entry training. The English-as-a-Second Language (E-
S-L) skills, when needed, will be taught before basic training to include
the appropriate part of OSUT. MOS baseline skills will be taught concur-
rently with advanced individual training and the relevant part of OSUT.
Ideally, baseline skill development will be integrated with MOS training.
BSEP I will concentrate on, but not be limited to, the critical MOS tasks
taught during initial entry training.

c. The second phase of the redesigned program (BSEP II) will be
- designed for post-IET delivery in either individually- or group-paced

instruction, as appropriate. It will focus on sustaining skills and those
prerequisite competencies necessary to successfully progress to skill
level 20 or grade E5 within an MOS.

• .. d. BSEP III will be redesigned by HQDA to encourage soldiers to
develop the post-secondary, MOS, leadership, supervisory, and managerial
skills needed to progress beyond grade E5. It will focus on the educa-
tional needs of the career soldier. When developed, BSEP III will be
renamed the "Advanced Skill Education Program" (ASEP).

e. During .--a the Development Project will concentrate on the MOS
taught at. Forts Eustis, Gordon and Rucker and the integration of E-S-L

sills eh entry training in coordination with the staff at Fort Benning.
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....Responsibilities.

a. The Deputy Chief of Staff for Training will--

(1) Accomplish the tasks and objectives assigned to Comander, TRADOC,
by the Chief of Staff, US Army (app A).

(2) Present quarterly progress summaries to the CofS, TRA3OC, and the
HQDA - Ar.-r Personnel Systems Committee; first presentation, during March
1980.

S(3) Establish a BSEP Curriculum Development Steering Group of repre-
sentatives from TDI, DCST, DCSR-I, and DCSPAL to monitor and coordinate this

&, project and provide advice and assistance in accomplishing the project

objectives.

(4) Review the effect of the BSEP Curriculum Development Project on
program ST accounts, e.g., increase/decrease in training loads, military
manyears supported (-YS), and other base operations support.

be The Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel, Administration and
Logistics wist-n

(1) Continue to provide staff supervision of the existing Basic Skills-"Education Program. As MOS specific diagnostic tests and curricula are

developed, phase them into BSEP at the appropriate training centers.

(2) Provide a member-representative (COL) to the BSEP Steering Group.

. (3) Participate in the quarterly progress summaries of current status
and future plans, as necessary.

c. The Deputy Chief of Staff for Resource Management will--

(1) Establish an audit-trail procedure to account for the Program 8(0)
4 funds and manpower allocated to TRADOC by HQDA for the BSEP Curriculum
r% Development Project.

(2) Participate in the quarterly progress su.maries of current status
and future plans, as necessary.

(3) Provide a representative (COL) to the BSEP Steering Group.
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d. The training and school center ccnmanders will-

(11) Continue existing BSEP I and II programs but refine, where
possible, curricula contracts to focus on skill relevant military
literature (e.g., FM, TM, SM) rather than standard civilian texts.

(2) Schedule E-S-L instruction either before or during initial phase
of IET. Incorporate media-assisted training materials into E-S-L as these
are made available. (The first of these is "Pre-Basic Rifle Marksmanship"
to be distributed during early 1980.)

(3) Appoint BSEP Project officer/coordinator to provide interface with
the Training Development Institute and HQ TRADOC.

(4) Insure that revisions/renewals to current BSEP contracts include
provisions for introduction of new BSEP materials and methods of training
as these become available.

! 6. Priorities.

a. Among subprograms:

[!.(1)1 MOS baseline skills.

(2) English-as-a-Second Language skills.

(3) Military life coping skills.

(4) Learning strategy skills.

b. Among participants:

(1) Initial entry training (BSEP 1).

(2) Grade E4 and below (BSEP II).

(3) Grade E5 and above.

7. Resources. Resources to support this developmental effort have been
allocated by HQDA to TRADOC. The manpower and funds are tentatively
apportioned as shown at appendix C which also reflects the relative level
of effort by fiscal year. When received, the manpower and funds will not
be diverted to any other purpose without the specific approval of this
headquarters (DCST and DCSPM).
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APP-DIX A
DEPARTM-NT OF THE ARMY

OrFICE OF TWE ADJUTANT GE'NMERA.L AND THE AOJTrAN CNENRAL CENTER

j1 .WASHINGTON. D.C. 20314

DAAG-M CIS Jan 80) Expires 18Januar7 1985 18 January 1980

*." SUBJECT: Impleentation of Ar-y Continuing Education Policy and
• .-.- Recomendat¢ions Plan

SEZE DIST'.UTION,

1. P-RPOSI: This latter estab shes a plan delineating courses of
action, responsible agencies and milestones required to implement
ASA(.&RA) recocemdations to improve the Army Con:inui n Education
Syst m (ACES).

2. R--E CS:.

a. Department of the Army Memorandum, subject: Army Continuing

Education Policy and Recoc-endations, dated 7 August 1979.

b. Chiaf of Staff Mmorandum, subject: A--=y Continuing Education
Policy and Recomendations StudT, dated 29 August 1979.

3. MISSION: To fulfill the Army responsibility of developing and con-
serving its human resources by providing on-dut-. job-related education
prog.ams and off-duty educational opportunities for personal end*
professional development.

4. 3AC, ROUND: In April 1979, the Secretary of the Army directed the
Under Secretary and Assistant Secretary of the Army for Manpower and
Reserve Affairs to review ACES and its interface with other Services,
govezen:. agencies, and the civilian academic co=unit7. TAG was
tasked to provide a report which detailed the history and present state
of voluntary education within the Army. The report covered the admin-
istration of ACES and its interface with outside agencies, counselors,
the 3asic Skills Education" Program (3SE?), the Army Aigh School
Co--pletion Progr=am (HSC?), post-secondary programs, Servicemen's
Opportunit7 Colleges (SOC) and non-resident Foreign Language Programs,
skill recognition programs, skill development programs, tuition assis-
tance, the Veterans' Education Assistance Progra= (VEA?), Depart=ent of
Def..se Dependent Schools and COWUS dependent schools. Proble areas
were ident _ied and discussed in the report.
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.DAAG-ED

SL3J'CT: Impl-,ent"ion of Army Continuing -ducation Policy and

Reco-enda tions Plan

T*he major areas of concern were maintaining an effective professional
work force while personnel resources were being progressively reduced a:
the ins:allation level, inadequate quanti:y and quality of education
center facilities at the installat!on level, the evaluation of education
programs on the installations, and the impact of the termiration of the

*: GI Bill on the recruiting effort.

As a result of this report, Dr. Dueitt, Deputy for F=an Systems and
Resources of OASA(.&F.A), prepared a comprehensive assessment of ACES
cul. .at-ing in thirteen reco-.endations designed to broaden and improve
the ACES' potential for serving both the individual and the Army. These
reco-enations were accented in a Jofac Secr.tary of the Army /Chie! of

Staff :; orand= (Ref a). That meorandum tasked the Assistant Secretary
of the A--y for Manpower and Reserve Affairs and the Army Staff to develop
a plan which would implement the recommendations.

5. D.ELOPNT: The DCS?.-R convened a task force containing representa-
., tives from .ODA and TRADOC and charged them with the responsibility for

development of this plan. The task force divided into two groups; one group

at TRADCC developed plans, resources and milestones which:

a. Outline strategies for giLning Army-wide acceptance of reading,
,riting, speaking, and computing as "critical tasks" for soldier training.

b. Propose cost-effective methods to teach learning strategies and
life-coping skills as an integral part of training.

c. Provide a functional (job-related) approach to basic skills
development instead of the general approach.

d. Zxpand opportunities for participation in job-related programs
in reading, writing, speaking and comutin3, especially during initial
training.

a. Develop Amy specific reading tests for the diagnosis of basic
skill deficiencies as opposed to relying on general reading grade level
tests.

A second group at ECODA developed plans, resources and milestones to:

a. I=prove A-"y capabilit7 in basic skills research, develop-ent
and decnstratIon.

b." Atract Dezar~aents of Labor and Peal:h, Education and Welfare
funds for developing educational projects of c=on interes:.

• 111""/
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DAAG-ZD
SUBJ-CT: Zmplpentat-on of Army Continuing Education Policy and

Reco=mendations Plan

C. Involve top Army leaders in co=unicating educational needs
- and concerns to the civilian coauni7.

d. Work with education associations, accrediting agencies and
Office of the Secretary of Defense to improve the quality of high schoo.
and college courses offered on military installations.

e. Develop a career development plan to insuie that the best qualizy
education personnel are recruited, retairad, and promoted.

f. Increase educational opportunities for soldiers and dependents
through expansion'of the SOC, ski1l-related education, apprenticeship
programs, transcrIpt registry, etc.

S- Generate support to retain an expanded version of Veterans'
Education Assistance Program (V-AP) or other educational incentives.

The plan, with detailed breakout of resource requirements, has been briefed
to and approved by the Army Persdnnel Systems.Coouittee (APSC) and the
Joint Select Committee, both chaired by the VCSA.

6. 1CUION:

a. Co=ander, TRADOC, will develop an Army-specific, job related
BSEP in four major areas:

(1) MOS baseline skills

(2) Militar7 life-coping skills

(3) Learning strategies

(4) English-as-a-Second Language

b. C--.ande.r, TRADOC vill develop a milestone/status briefing for
iplementin- 3SE? I and I improvements and present to APSC during second
quarter FT 80.

c. DCSOPS, in conjunction with DCSPE,/TAG, will provide avnropriate
* polic 7 and 3uidauce :elated to Learning Center operations and will ser-e

as the executive agenc7 to deelop courses of actions to i--prove learin;
centers and to for-mulate resource requirmencs.
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AG- M
StBJ ECZ.: tm.oltentation of Ar--y Continuint Mducation ?olicy and

Recc.endations Plan

d. DCSOPS, in conjunction with DCSER/TAG, will review roles of
trainin and education to assure they are compleentary and not competi-
tive, develop and publish Army policy on integracion of 3S-? into
training.

e. DCS?ZR has ARSTAF responsibilit7 for the overall implemanation
of the Army Continuing Education ?olicy and Reccuedations Plan and will:

(1) Task Army Research Institute to establish an Educational
-. Research Division.

2.. (2) Y.oni:or and assure satisfactor7 progress of the Army Staff
and TILAfOC on all inpleencing actions.

(3) Provide periodic progress reports on the phased implen-
tarion of the plan to the Ar=7 Policy Council (APC).

(4) in concert with the COA and OPA&E ensure approved resource
requients are provided to appropriate coands and agencies to meet
=iles tone schedule of this plan.

7'. RSOSrIsLTI--S: Detailed listing of agency responsibilities and
milestones is at IncloSure 1.

-8. ML M M .T G DISTRUCTIONS:

a. This plan is effective upon receipt.

b. Recoended changes to this plan will be submitted to Peadquarters,
,;, Department of the Army, ATTN: DAAG-ED, Washington, D. C. 20314.

3Y ORDER OF TX SECRETARY OF THE AM.Y:

1 Incl ROBERT M 3 C
as Brigadiie . al, USA

Acting The Adjutant General

-,J
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• RADOC Reg 621-1

APPMENDIX B

FUNCTIONAL BASIC SKILLS =UCATION PROG.
SUBPROGRAM DEFINITIONS

B-1. MOS Baseline skills -- Those prerequisite co-petencies without which'
a soldier cannot be efficiently trained or perform adequately on the job.
These are the reading, writing, arithmetic, and listening skills normally
acquired during elementary school. These fundamental skills are assumed to
be possessed by all enlistees at the time of enlistent--the initial entry
training programs are based on this presumption. For example, a soldier to
be trained as a Cavalry Scout (19D10) is assumed to be able to recognize
whole numbers; add or subtract 3-digit numbers; and know what angles are
and how to measure them. These baseline skills are required for the
soldier to learn (be taught) how to convert a grid azimuth to a magnetic
azimuth--an element of the critical task of land navigation. The MOS
baseline skills may vary by MOS and MOS skill level.

B-2. Learning strategy skills -- Ways that help acqui:e, process, re-
t:ieve and apply information; learning how to learn. These are reading,
1istening, and communication techniques that facilitate the learning
process. They permit the individual to develop into efficient independent
learn-.rs. They emphasize the ability to think logically and apply previous
learning from many sources. These skills are probably cowmon to all MOS
but vary by MOS skill level and grade.

B-3. Military life cooing skills -- Those competencies that enable the
soldier to adapt, adjust, or otherwise successfully deal with the demands
associated with Army life. These are developed in seven broad functional
areas: (1) knowledge of the military system; (2) coping with personal
problens; (3). coping with family problems; (4) health education; (5)
financial affairs; (6) dealing with others; and (7) civic responsibil-
ities. These skills are normally acquired from many sources and are
progressively learned throughout military service. They are common to all
MOS but vary by grade.

B-4. Enclish-as-a-Second-Lanquaae skills -- The understanding of the
language and culture needed to be an effective soldier in the US Army. The
emphasis is on developing skills in reading and speaking the English
language and understanding the idioms peculiar to A Army training and

- service. Equal emphasis is placed on understanding the k'.erican culture
and acquiring the non-linguistic skills needed to be an effective American
soldier.
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APPME!DIX C

TENTATIVE ALLOCATION OF RESOURCES
SUPPORTING THE BSEP REFIND--.--T PROJECT

C-1. Concept. The developmental contracts supporting this project will

be negotiated and awarded by HQ TRADOC (DCST-TDI). The prnjected funds for
these contracts will be retained at the headquarters. However, funds will
be allocated to center commanders to support the *data and information

6: gathering needs of the contractors and to support the salary costs of the
BSEP curricula project managers. These funds will be identified separately
from funds supporting current education center operations and existing
BSEP instruction.

C-2. Funds. The funds tentatively allocated for this project are:

(millions)

FY 80-$ 4.2
FY 81 - 7.0
FY 82 - 15.3
FY 83 - 8.4
FY 84 - .74
FY 85 - .74

C-3. M anoower.

a. The full-time, permanent civilian manpower spaces tentatively

allocated to this project are:

FY 0 FY 81 FY 82 FY 83 FY 84 FY 85

HQ TRADOC (TDI) 5 5 5 S S S

School & Training Centers 3 7 19 19 19 19

TOTAL 8 12 24 24 24 24

b. Spaces will be allocated by this headquarters (DCS.M.) as the

workload is defined.

c. Job desc;iptions for these spaces will be provided by the Training

Development Institute.
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